
Pet
Jess had just turned nineteen when she chose her husband from the Husband Centre. She had moved
out of the dormitory, and had, for a year or so, been living with her neut flatmate, Liz, in a big flat 
with three bedrooms. Jess and Liz enjoyed all the space, and although they talked about getting a 
third flatmate for the spare room, they hadn’t done much about it.

That all changed when Jess and a few of her friends visited a Husband Centre. They had decided 
to visit, on the spur of the moment, when her friends found out that she had never been to one.

“You’ve got to see one, Jess! I first went to one when I was fourteen! Who knows, you might 
want a husband some time. Maybe this time I’ll find one who suits me!”

So Jess had reluctantly agreed to go. Even her married friends recommended it, and, after all, 
they had to know.

***
“The ones in this section are aged from five to fifteen. They will have been given up by their 
mothers at birth or soon after, as we all were. For the first five years they are cared for in a nursery 
for newborns, and they come here on their fifth birthday. Here they’re finalizing their toilet training 
and being trained to wear proper clothes.”

The enclosure was airy, open to the sun and the breeze, with trees and bushes dotted about. There
were bright yellow and green plastic pipes for the boys to crawl through, and slides and climbing 
frames. There were wooden seats here and there. The boys in the enclosure were running about, in 
and out of the doors, or playing alone or in small groups. Some younger ones were wearing nappies,
but the older ones wore shorts or trousers. One little chap had somehow managed to remove all his 
clothing and his nappy. He paused to pee thoughtfully, while an attendant ran across to him.

“There’s always one,” commented their guide.
“It reminds me of my first school!” said Jess in surprise.
“Yeah, doesn’t it? Right down to the peeing little one. But can you spot the difference?”
Jess thought. She placed her hands on the glass and looked at the boys enjoying running about in 

the fresh air, playing simple ball games. Some of them saw the visitors and came up and put their 
hands on the glass, and some even banged on it.

“Well, we were a bit younger, but… Oh, of course. No talking.”
“Yeah, and they rarely leave this section. They’re happy enough, though.”
The boys were running about making noises, but the noises were meaningless. Of course, males 

did not have the mental capacity to talk! A few words is all that they could manage at best.
“Let’s move along now,” said their guide. “In the next enclosure we have the boys from sixteen 

to twenty. Here we try to teach them some social skills. Eating at the table, with spoons. Interacting 
with women, neuts and each other. That sort of thing. It’s very hard for some of them, and some, a 
few, don’t make it.”

It was obviously more structured in this enclosure. The boys were in small groups each with a 
neut or woman in charge. Some of them came up to the glass, but the attendants didn’t object.

“What happens to them?” asked one of Jess’ friends. “The ones who don’t make it?”
“Oh, nothing that bad,” said the guide. “They get to stay here, in another enclosure that we don’t 

show to visitors. We try to keep them happy. They, em, become sperm donors, amongst other 
things.”

“What happens to those who do make it?” Jess asked.



Jess noticed the boy with the brown eyes. He smiled at her and put his hands on the glass, and 
she did too. It felt like something moved inside her. She noticed that he seemed to have lost a shoe 
somewhere. He was slightly shorter than her, as males tended to be. He had a quiff of hair that 
constantly fell across his eyes.

“Someone comes along, likes the look of a boy, and decides that they want to marry him. The 
girl then goes on a course, and gets introduced to the boy. If everything works out well, they are 
married, and she can take him home with her.”

Jess took her hands off the glass and the boy looked sad. She put her hands back again. She 
looked deep into the brown eyes, and he looked into hers.

***
Jess visited the Centre every couple of days after that. She would put her hands on the glass and the 
brown-eyed boy would rush over. Sometimes another boy would try to attract her attention but the 
brown-eyed boy would shove him away. Of course, the attendants noticed the visits, and Jess was 
taken aside and interviewed by the staff of the Centre.

She left the Centre in a very thoughtful mood. The boy’s name was Kevin, apparently. He was 
the same age as her. She spent the next week pondering the future and talking with her flatmate, 
Liz.

At the end of the week she went back to the Centre, and stood with Kevin, separated by the 
glass, hands on the glass, for some time. Kevin seemed to feel the conflict that was going on inside 
her, and when she left, she could see him standing there with his hands still on the glass, looking 
after her.

Instead of leaving the Centre completely, she went to the office and filled in some forms. Her 
hand shook as the pen hovered over the document, but she took a deep breath and signed it.

“You can back out any time. You know that, don’t you?”
She nodded.
“But what will that do to Kevin? Will it harm him?”
“No, in our experience, not at all. He might be sad for a while, but he will get over it.”

***
She took the course, along with three other potential wives. She wondered if it was intended to put 
the possible wives off, as it seemed to deal with all the ways in which things could go wrong. What 
happens if your husband gets sick? What happens if he somehow leaves the flat and gets lost? What
happens if he injures himself or someone else by accident? The law and your husband. How to take 
your husband shopping. How to introduce him to public transport. What to do if he gets scared by 
something. What clothes to buy him. What to feed him to keep him healthy.

After two weeks she met with Kevin in person, with no glass between them.
“No touching,” warned the supervisor, but Kevin put up his hands and so did she. They touched 

palms gently, and the supervisor made disapproving noises.
Later in the week, they were allowed to walk around the Centre hand in hand with the supervisor

following closely. Jess talked to Kevin. She told him about her hopes and fears, ignoring the 
supervisor completely. She called him Kevin, but he didn’t respond to the name, then one day she 
used the epithet ‘pet’.

He stopped and looked at her.
“Pet?” he said. “Pet?”
Then he said “Jess?”
From then on, he was always Pet to her.



Her course took an even darker turn. What to do if he turns violent. What to do if he becomes 
distressed or depressed or starts to behave strangely. What to do if things are not working out 
between you.

Then there was the course unit on sex. This one really had Jess wavering. She was intelligent, but
not very experienced, and one minute she was wondering if this whole business was a mistake. The 
next she wanted to take him into bed and… She learned that Pet had an implant that repressed his 
sexual urges. She also learned about a little blue pill.

“The little blue pill switches off the implant for around eight hours. Some husbands become a 
little insistent when they are given the blue pill, but we can adjust the implant if that happens.”

She was allowed to walk with him, hand in hand, outside of the Centre, with the supervisor in 
close attendance. Pet was amazed by the outside world. Jess and Pet were joined wrist to wrist by a 
metre or so of cord, but the supervisor told her that this was just a precaution. They went to the park
and fed duck food to the ducks, and Pet laughed at the way they waddled.

She was taught how shave him and to shower him. The male body was a revelation to her. Oh, 
she had seen pictures of course, but the real thing was different somehow. He giggled when she 
washed his delicate bits. She supervised him brushing his teeth.

Towards the end of the course, she brought Liz in to see him. The neut thought that he was 
lovely.

“You’ve got a good one there, Jess,” she enthused. “I’m going to enjoy having him around.”
***

In Jess’ world most babies were born as male, female, or neut. The neuts were born without sexual 
organs, but their bodies were closer to the female pattern, so they were usually given female names. 
They were as just intelligent as the females, of course. Males were much less intelligent than the 
other two genders and there were roughly as many males born as there were of each of the other 
genders.

Of course, nothing is really as simple as that. This simple trimorphic sexual definition of Jess’ 
world leaves out those who don’t fit into the convenient groupings. Those whose bodies have the 
characteristics of two or more of the main three genders, and those who were simply born into the 
wrong bodies or born to love outside of the conventional male-female or neut-neut pairings.

This story is about a conventional male-female couple, and so the other possible couples, and the
triples and the foursomes, are marginalized. Jess and Pet will meet some, of course, but they will 
only play supporting roles in this story.

Which is a pity. Maybe some of them should have their own stories. It would only be fair.
***

Jess completed the course, and the Centre helped arrange the marriage. They were married in a 
special room at the Husband Centre, with Liz and some of Jess’ friends attending, along with some 
of the staff of the Husband Centre. Jess wore white and Pet looked as uncomfortable as any groom, 
in a suit specially hired for the occasion. Jess made her vows, but naturally Pet did not. When the 
celebrant signalled the end of the ceremony, Jess kissed Pet for the first time. She wondered how 
much of it he understood. She noticed that he had somehow lost a shoe.

Jess took Pet home, and life settled into a new normal. Jess took Pet to a Men’s Day Centre in 
the mornings and saw that he was settled in there, and then she headed off to work. She picked him 
up on her way home. Pet seemed surprised to be left at first but the neuts who ran the centre were 
used to the situation and after a few days, Pet accepted it, and was always waiting happily for her at 
the gate when she picked him up. But he soon came to look forward to the weekends.



Liz and Jess had trouble at first getting Pet to sleep by himself, in his own room. Jess had been 
taught that this was the best way to organize their sleeping arrangements. He was used to a 
dormitory, so it was strange for him to sleep alone, so he tried to sleep with Jess, and when she 
refused, he tried to sleep with Liz. Then he tried to sleep in the lounge, but after a couple of nights 
he got the idea. It helped when Jess read to him, as we would read to a child. He dropped off to 
sleep while she was reading.

There were a few other little issues, like Pet wandering around the flat with no clothes on, but 
they sorted those out. They made it clear to Pet that he couldn’t just take a biscuit whenever he 
wanted.

***
One day they were sitting watching television. Jess had her arm around Pet, and he had his feet on 
Liz’s lap. Jess wasn’t sure how much he understood of the soap that they were watching.

“You haven’t used any of those blue pills yet, have you, Jess?”
Jess was startled.
“Well, no. I’m waiting for the right moment.”
“Yeah, right.”
“I should really.”
“Yeah, because, otherwise, he is just your pet and not Pet, your husband.”
“But…”
“Are you scared that I might be shocked, buddy?”
“No. Well, I’m just a little shy about it, Liz.”
“Well don’t be. If I was a girl, it wouldn’t worry you, would it?”
“What? Yes, of course it would, you nut!”
They dissolved into giggles.

***
Jess slipped him a blue pill with his evening meal. Pet started to be more affectionate to her almost 
right away, and finally she took him off to bed early. Liz raised her eyebrows as they went.

Jess got him to take off his clothes and he reached for his pyjamas, but she stopped him. It was 
evident that the pill was working. She took her clothes off slowly and his eyes went wide. She drew 
him down onto the bed and kissed him. She stroked him and he caressed her. He kissed her, and 
moved on top of her, and she guided him in. Of course she was as much a novice as he was, and it 
was all a bit of a fumble, but they managed it.

“Oh!” she said, as he started to move on top of her. He licked one breast and his hand stroked the
other. She was surprised how gentle he was.

“Oh, Pet!”
After they had finished, they cuddled for a while, and then he fell asleep. Jess kissed him with 

affection and gathered up her clothes and scooted through the lounge to her bedroom. Liz, who had 
waited up on purpose, sniggered.

***
Pet loved sports. Jess took him to see basketball matches, soccer matches, and once, a cricket 
match. It didn’t matter what the sport was, he loved it. Even the cricket match. Jess didn’t know 
how much he understood, but he sat there, absorbed, for more than an hour.

He also liked to walk in the park with Jess. They strolled arm in arm for hours sometimes, and he
and Jess often passed other couples walking together. Jess slowly made friends with the other 
wives, and swapped stories and advice with them. She went for coffee with them. One or two of the 



wives were pregnant, and Jess wondered if she would, sometime, have a baby. The idea both 
attracted and repelled her.

She wondered what it was like, to grow a human inside you, be it male, female, or neut, and to 
give it up shortly after birth. She wondered what it was like, long ago, when children were either 
male or female, and were brought up by their parents, not by the state. What a strange world it 
would be, where men were almost as intelligent as women! She tried to imagine Pet as intelligent, 
but her mind image of him kept morphing into a neut. It annoyed her, for some reason.

***
Everything was going splendidly. Jess was madly in love with Pet, and so far as she could tell, he 
was in love with her. She wondered how it felt to him, with his limited mental capacity.

She loved taking him to the zoo, and to museums. He stared at the ancient exhibits, the large 
skeletons of extinct animals, the relics of ancient humans, with interest, but he was not keen on the 
stuffed animals and birds. He loved the exotic animals in the zoo. The first time that they went, he 
pointed at a small monkey, and said “Jess?”.

“Ah, no, Pet. We can’t take the monkeys. They live here. They’re just for looking at.”
He nodded, and seemed to understand. The next time that they went there, he didn’t ask.
They went to a fun park and rode a roller coaster. He said “Wow!” when they got off. His eyes 

were wide, and he was smiling, but he didn’t want to go on it again. They tried most of the rides, 
but while Pet enjoyed them, Jess could tell that it wasn’t his sort of thing.

He enjoyed the trips on the river much more. If the boat had an upper deck, he would try to get to
the front, but he wasn’t too worried if others had already claimed the front seats. He loved to watch 
the banks streaming past, and he waved at all the other boats, but then again, so did everyone else.

Of course, they didn’t always go on these trips alone. Jess’ married or unmarried friends often 
came along. But their most frequent companion was Liz.

***
They had been married for a few years when the incident happened. They were walking home in the
dusk, just as the stars were coming out. Pet liked the stars. He had stopped to watch a plane flicker 
through the night sky and she had walked on a pace or two in front of him.

That’s when the mugger struck. Jess was knocked to the ground with the mugger on top of her.
“Give me your wallet,” said the mugger.
Jess could see her hard eyes above the scarf which hid most of her face.
“Give it to me!” repeated the mugger, shaking her.
“OK, OK. Let me up and I’ll give it to you. Don’t hurt me!”
There was a crack and the mugger collapsed on top of her.
“Wha… ?” said Jess and pushed the mugger off.
Pet was standing there with a branch in his hand. To the best of Jess’ knowledge, he had never 

picked up anything bigger than a spoon in all the time that they had been married.
Jess stood up, and said “Oh, Pet! What have you done? What are we going to do?”
The mugger groaned.
“Quick, let’s go. Drop the stick. Come on, Pet!”
She dragged him back home, and started throwing clothes into two suitcases, She tossed in a few

things that were important to her, her papers, his papers, her education certificates, their marriage 
certificate, and finally the bottle of blue pills.

Liz came home to total confusion. “What are you doing? What’s going on?”
Jess hugged her. “Pet hit a mugger with a stick. Knocked her out. We have to get out. You 

know…”



Liz nodded. If a male attacked a female, he would be castrated, which was supposed make the 
male more docile. No exceptions would be made, even in a case like this, and Jess just couldn’t bear
the thought. She wasn’t sure how Liz would take it, though she didn’t think her friend would stop 
her.

“Wait a minute. I’m coming with you.”
“What?!”
Liz shot off into her room. “Get in the car! I won’t take long.”
Jess hurried Pet out to the car. He looked bewildered, the poor guy, as she belted him into a back 

seat. She chucked their bags into the boot and waited for Liz. It suddenly occurred to Jess that Liz 
might be calling the cops. No, not Liz! She wouldn’t! Would she? Just as she made up her mind to 
drive off, Liz rocketed out of the door and shut it. She dumped her bag in the boot and shut it, and 
climbed into the passenger seat.

“Are you sure?” asked Jess.
“Yep, I’m sure. Let’s go, pal!”
And just like that, they went rogue.

***



Rogue in the City
Jess backed out of the driveway and drove towards the centre of the city.

“Why did you come with us, Liz? We’re outlaws, now!”
“Are you kidding me? This is going to be fun! Anyway, I’m only an accomplice. I’d probably 

just get probation if they catch us.”
The joking didn’t work, and Jess started to cry, which didn’t improve her driving in the least.
“Pull over!” said Liz. “Let’s talk!”
They pulled to a stop in a safe place.
“OK, tell me exactly what happened.”
“We were walking, in the park, when the mugger jumped me. Pet was a pace or two behind. She 

knocked me down and Pet picked up a stick and hit her. She was knocked out, and I grabbed Pet 
and we ran.”

Liz nodded.
“Pet hit her? Wow! So, she might not have seen Pet?”
Jess turned to Liz.
“No, she might not have done. Oh, I’ve been stupid!”
Liz thought.
“No, a bit hasty, maybe. She was a criminal, a mugger. She’s unlikely to report an assault to the 

police. You were in the park, you say? There’re cameras there. Hmm, they would have seen the 
incident. How badly injured was the mugger?”

“I don’t know. She groaned as we left. Not too bad, I think.”
Liz thought a bit.
“Hmm. I’ll take you to meet a friend of mine. Ruby. She’ll put us up for a day or two, I think. 

Until we see how this is going to pan out. I’ll drive.”
***

Ruby was a full-bodied female, with long dark hair. She wore a tight-fitting low cut dress, and her 
fingers were covered in rings. She had greeted Liz with a hug, and had shaken Jess’ hand. She had 
smiled at Pet.

Her club was unlike any other club that Jess had been in. The biggest difference was that there 
were men, here and there, with their wives, something that Jess had never seen in a club before. A 
discreet sign said ‘Giving alcohol to men will result in immediate expulsion. No exceptions.’ One 
woman was dancing with her husband on the dance floor and Jess was surprised at how good he 
was. She wondered if she should teach Pet how to dance.

“Ruby, we have a problem. Jess was attacked by a mugger. Pet here hit the mugger with a 
branch. We don’t know yet if the authorities know about it, but Jess wanted to get out of there, and I
came along for the ride. Can you put us up for a day or two until we see how the land lies?”

“How did you get here? By car? Chloe! Chloe, I’ve got a driving job for you. Give Chloe your 
keys, Jess. Right, Chloe, take the car to my place and unload their gear. Then drive it to… What’s 
your address, Jess? …and leave it there. Take a taxi back. Thanks.”

She turned to Jess and Liz.
“We don’t want your car to be spotted round here, do we? Look, have a drink, and I’ll make 

some enquiries. See if anyone noticed your little incident. OK?”
Ruby waved a waitress over to take their order and disappeared. While they were waiting for 

their drinks, a woman slid into the seat that Ruby had vacated.



“How much…” she started.
“Back off!” said Liz immediately.
“Sorry!” said the girl, raising her hands, defensively. “Wow!”
Liz said “Sorry! You weren’t to know. Please excuse me. Over-reaction.”
“That’s OK. I’ll let others know not to… If you like. Pity. He’s cute.”
She smiled at Pet, who smiled back, and she left. It dawned on Jess exactly what sort of club she 

was sitting in.
“Do women really come here to rent out their husbands?” She was shocked. “What sort of 

woman would do that?”
“Oh, those who are short of money? Those who can’t keep up with their husband’s needs but 

don’t want their husband’s implant tuned until he is a zombie? There are reasons. Good reasons, 
usually. And what about the women who pay for some time with someone’s husband? Women who 
have a high-flying career so can’t look after a husband full time? Women whose husbands have 
died, but still want sex? Even women who want a baby but can’t pay the high fees that the state 
charges.”

Jess looked at Pet. “Oh, I see. I’d never loan Pet out, but I can see that there might be reasons 
that some women might do it. I’d not thought about it!”

She put her hand on his thigh and smiled at him. He covered her hand with his and smiled back.
“If it makes you feel better, the lads seem to enjoy it!” said Liz.
She leaned forward.
“Erm, Jess, that’s not the only thing that goes on around here, my naive young friend.”
Jess knew that Liz was only a few months older than her, so she knew that the ‘naive young 

friend’ thing was a tease.
“What do you mean, Liz? Drugs?”
“No! Not drugs. Ruby’s totally against that sort of thing! The only drug she trades in is little blue

pills. She won’t even allow men any alcohol. Some similar places do.”
“What, then?”
“Well, there are girls who prefer girls, guys who prefer guys,”
Jess nodded. She was aware of this, even though she’d not really come across it much.
“And there are girls who prefer neuts and boys who prefer them too, for that matter.”
“What?!” Jess gasped. “But neuts can’t… Can they?”
“Yes, we are totally robots, unfeeling machines,” laughed Liz.
“I didn’t mean… Oh, Liz, I don’t what I mean!”
Liz put her hand on Jess’ hand. Pet put his on top of Liz’s and Liz and Jess laughed. He’d played 

this before!
“No, Pet. We’re not playing that game! Jess, I love a good massage. I love a good massage by a 

good friend. And if I massage a good friend, well, I don’t mind if she gets much more out of it than 
I ever could. Ruby’s that sort of good friend. Neuts need love and affection as much as the rest of 
you. Cuddles and kisses. And for the record, we do feel something. Just not the full fireworks… 
You know.”

“Yes, of course. I am naive. You’re right. I’m glad for you.”
***

Ruby came back with news. When she sat down, Liz gave her a kiss on the cheek, and Ruby’s eyes 
flicked to Jess, who smiled at her. Ruby’s eyes flicked back to Liz, and then she kissed her.

“Well, according to what I’ve heard from a journalist friend, a ‘jogger’ was taken to hospital with
a cut head and bruising. Police are ‘pursuing enquiries’, but there was nothing about a mugging, and



they are currently not looking for anyone. My guess is that your mugger is known to the police, and 
they suspect that it is more than a simple mugging. Maybe they found stolen stuff on her, or 
something. It gives us a bit of time. They’ll get around to the cameras sooner or later though. But 
even then, it will be difficult for them to find you.”

Ruby looked at Jess and Liz. “Do you want to give up, surrender to the police, guys? No? Are 
you sure? OK, then we will have to make you disappear, for now. We’ll get someone to go in and 
clear out your flat tomorrow and take the contents to a safe place. You can get whatever you want 
from there and we can sell the rest. You can tell your landlady a story, I guess. You’ll have to sell 
the car, but we can do that discreetly. If you like, we can talk to my accountant, and we’ll see if we 
can safely get any of your savings out of your bank accounts.”

“You’ve done this before, haven’t you, Ruby?” said Liz. “Thanks for all the help.”
“Ah, well, you’re welcome. You’re a pal, and I don’t like that law. Pet here isn’t violent! Anyone 

can see that.”
She patted his hand, and he said “Ruby.”
“That’s a rare honour, Ruby! He can only say my name and Liz’s name, and a few other words.”
They all laughed.
“I wonder sometimes how much they can really understand.”

***
Ruby took Jess and Pet to her flat. She and Liz would be working at the club until late, so she 
showed Jess and Pet where the spare bedroom was and left them to it.

“Make yourselves at home,” she said as she left.
Jess took their bags into the spare room and looked through the contents for Pet’s pyjamas. She 

came across the bottle of blue pills and considered. She got them ready for bed, then gave him a 
little blue pill and some milk. He looked a bit puzzled, as she usually gave him the blue pill earlier, 
but they got into bed together.

They cuddled and kissed, She ran her hands over his body and he shivered with delight, and 
stroked and kissed her. She thought for a moment that she had got the timing wrong as he quietly 
cuddled and kissed her. He seemed drowsy, but then started to kiss and stroke her with more 
purpose.

She undid his pyjamas and slid them off. This too was unusual, but he seemed to like it, Then she
tried to get him to help her off with her pyjamas, but it didn’t really work and she slid them off.

“Oh, Pet, I so love you, my darling.”
“Jess,” he said, but his tone of voice said volumes.
As she did a hundred times a day, Jess wondered exactly how much he understood. They made 

love and it was a little more intense than usual, and then they fell asleep in each others arms. As she 
was falling asleep Jess wondered why she had not slept in a bed with Pet before. 

A little later, Jess heard Ruby and Liz come home. She was feeling relaxed and content, and felt 
happy for her friend, and for Ruby too. The problems would wait for the morning. She drifted back 
to sleep, encircling her husband with her arms.

***
Jess helped out at the club. It was the least that she could do, she thought, and Ruby seemed 
pleased. Jess sat Pet down in a booth and gave him a colouring book and some pencils. She was 
really proud of his colouring as it was something that few males could master. Pet, for his part, 
loved to show his drawings to anyone.

Jess had just popped out to the back to get a new bottle of spirits for an optic, and came back in 
just in time.



“Jess! Jess!” called Pet.
He was being led off to the back by an older woman. Jess got between him and the woman, who 

was an inch or two taller than her.
“Back off!” she said, shoving the woman in the chest. 
“Says who?”
“Me!”
Jess pushed her in the chest again. The woman pushed Jess back with both hands.
“That’s enough!” said Ruby, coming up behind Jess. “You’re banned, Greta. For a month. And if 

you try something like that again, you’ll be out for good.”
After Greta left, Jess broke down and sobbed.
“Thanks, Ruby,” she said.
“No problem, pal. She wasn’t going to get away with that in my club! Erm, you might want to 

take him to one of the rooms out the back. I think she slipped him a blue pill.”
“Oh! OK. Thanks.”
They made love twice. The first time it felt a bit off-key, and neither of them really enjoyed it 

much. But after that they had a kiss and a cuddle, and the second time more than made up for it.
***

“This is Dana, guys, my reporter friend.”
Ruby had warned them that she was bringing her friend in.
“She’s a pal of mine, but be careful what you say to her. She’s got her job to do, but she hates the

castration law,” Ruby had said.
“So, you’re interested in this mugging case,” said Dana. “Can I ask why?”
“Erm, it happened just after we visited a friend down there,” lied Jess. “We had no idea that the 

area was dangerous!”
Dana looked at her suspiciously. “Hmm, well, it isn’t actually. Anyway, the police are being 

cagey about this case for some reason. Part of it is because the injured person is a known criminal, I 
think. Been done for mugging before, and she had some stolen stuff on her at the time. Wallets, I 
heard, but not officially. So, did the mugger get mugged, or, as is more likely, did the mugger pick 
the wrong victim?”

“Do you know what the mugger told the police?”
“Yeah, absolutely nothing! Her lawyer got her out within an hour or two. Though strangely the 

police don’t seem too concerned. They’ve got her on the stolen stuff, and my friend in the police 
force thought that it could it be just a bit of biffo over territory between two criminals. Or she had 
been crowned by her intended victim. Or by someone who had seen the mugging, and come to help 
the victim. They’ll know more when they view the camera footage.”

“There’re cameras?”
“Yeah, in the park. Of course it happened at night, so there won’t be much detail in the pictures.”
“What do you think, Dana?”
“What do I think? Let’s see. Suppose someone was walking in the park with her husband, and 

let’s say they were a little way apart, perhaps because a bird started singing, and the husband 
stopped to listen. And suppose that the mugger jumped her, not noticing her husband. And the 
husband picked up a stick and whacked the mugger with it. So the girl quickly drags her husband 
off, because she knows the consequences.”

“Birds don’t sing at night.”
“Owls do. So the police are going to check the camera footage, probably tomorrow. My guess is 

that they will see two figures. The mugger’s victim will look like a normal girl. Something like you,



Jess. The second person will look lighter, with a slimmer build. A younger girl? A neut? Eventually 
they will figure it out. They’re not stupid, but they can be a bit slow, the cops. Because they have to 
be sure.”

She paused to stroke Pet’s hand, and Pet smiled at her.
“He’s a nice boy, isn’t he?” she said. “Well, I’d better go.”
She stood up.
“Good luck, folks,” she said. “You know something? If I happened to be involved in this 

incident, I would try to leave the city for a while, and I’d do it soon.”
“The Wild?” asked Ruby.
“The Wild,” nodded Dana, and left.
“So, how do you three fancy becoming Gypsies?”
“But aren’t they all fugitives fleeing the law?” asked Jess.
“Well, that’s not actually true. But aren’t you fugitives fleeing the law?”
Jess turned to Liz.
“What about you, Liz? You can still back out.”
“Nah, Jess. I’m still in. Sorry Ruby. I’ve always wanted to run away and join the Gypsies! And 

Jess needs a pal.”
***

The city that Jess, Liz and Pet had lived in all their lives was called Baklaw City. Strictly speaking it
was a confederation of cities, and not a single city. There was Pickering in the north, Hounds Edge 
to the east, and three other smaller cities, Hurston, South Flickerton, and Scavage, scattered around 
to the west and south. Between the cities were areas of suburbs and between the suburbs stretched 
strips of woodlands and open areas, which were used for recreation and mostly allowed to grow free
of human interference. The conurbation was by far the biggest centre of population in the region.

A wide area of farming land surrounded the cities and provided much of their food. Outside the 
ring of farms and orchards was a wide swathe of land which the city dwellers called “The Wild”. 
The Wild was extensive, separating Baklaw City and its environs from the other cities in the region.

The Wild was not truly wild. Roads ran through it, and an occasional village was to be found in 
it. Theoretically the authority of the cities covered all the Wild, but in practice their sway only 
extended to the edges of the farmlands and a little further. The villages did not recognize the 
authority of the cities.

The only real authorities in the Wild were the truckers. They provided the only reliable way to 
transfer goods between the cities and the cities therefore overlooked many of their unconventional 
ways. The truckers were known colloquially as Gypsies.

***
Chloe drove them down to the Gypsy Camp and dropped them there. She would pick Ruby up later.
As they drew up at the entrance to the Camp, a girl appeared at the driver’s side.

“Look after your car for you?” she asked, grinning at them.
“No, I’m not stopping,” Chloe replied, giving the girl a small value dollar bill.
Jess was shocked. The girl was maybe ten years of age. Why wasn’t she in a school? She looked 

a little grubby, and her clothes were less than new.
They got out of the car and Chloe drove off. It was rumoured that it wasn’t safe to wait around.
“Come to see the Chief, have you?” asked the girl. “I know where she is.”
She held out her hand and Ruby dropped a few coins in it.
“I bet you’re on the run. I’m on the run,” said the girl, looking to see what effect her 

announcement would have.



It had none, so she led them through the Camp. A swarm of kids just a bit younger than their 
guide swept past. There were boys in the group! Boys, girls, and neuts all playing together! Jess’ 
world shifted on its axis and she felt a little sick. What sort of lawless place was this?

A maze of huge rigs soon surrounded them. Jess was lost, but their guide led through to a small 
building, an office, in the midst of the immense machines. They went through the door and down a 
small corridor.

Their guide stuck her head through a doorway.
“A bunch of townies to see you, Chief.”
“Don’t be vulgar, Steph,” said the Chief. “Come on in folks. Please sit down. How can I help 

you?”
***



Rogue in the Wild
They sat down on the chairs in front of the Chief’s desk. Jess noticed that their guide, Steph, was 
still lounging in the doorway.

The Chief’s office was, Jess thought, very tidy. She’d somehow expected a mess. There was a 
recent model laptop on the desk, and two solid filing cabinets at one side of the room. A top of the 
range coffee maker sat on a counter to the other side. One wall displayed a large map, and there was
a shelf of solid looking books beside it. A whiteboard was covered with what looked like lists of 
names.

The Chief herself was quite old, thought Jess. Fifty, maybe, she guessed, though she wasn’t good
at guessing ages. The Chief had well-developed shoulder muscles, and had tattoos along both of her
bare arms. Serpents. Her greying hair was pulled back in a tight ponytail. She had piercing blue 
eyes.

“Hi, Ruby,” said the Chief. “We’ve met before, haven’t we? I guess it’s not about a box of spirits 
from Dubesky that somehow bypassed the Import Bureau this time?”

“Hi, Chief. Er, no it’s not. My friends here need to get out of town in a hurry. Jess?”
Jess told the Chief the story, and the Chief nodded as she listened.
“So, you want me to hide, um, three fugitives, and take them, um, who knows where, just so that 

the boy there doesn’t lose his balls? Erm.”
“Lynda’s got room,” said Steph, from the doorway.
“Thank you, Steph.” The Chief glared at her, but it had no effect on the girl.
“Hmm, it might work to my advantage to help you out, and basically, I’ve not come across 

anyone who is in favour of that law. What I don’t understand is why you don’t change it. Oh well, a 
lot of what goes on in the cities I don’t understand. Go and get Lynda, will you, please, Steph. We’ll
meet you at her rig. We’re about due to leave anyway. Pick up your bags, folks, and come this way. 
You can drive, can’t you? You’ll need to drive a rig.”

“You want us to drive? Yeah, I’m game. Are you, Jess?”
“Sure!”
Steph shot off and the Chief led them out of the back of the building, through the lines of rigs, to 

one particular rig. It towered over them, gleaming mirror-like chrome, shiny yellow paintwork. A 
large colourful butterfly was painted on the cab door.

“Lynda’s a neut. She’s been doing this for ten years or so now, but she’s originally a city-dweller.
She’s not from Baklow City, and I can’t actually remember where she came from. Ah, here she is.”

Steph and another person walked from behind the next rig.
“Hi Chief. You’ve got a job for me?”
Lynda was a dark skinned, curly haired neut, with well-developed shoulder muscles. She had a 

tattoo of a lizard on her neck, its tail running up the side of her face.”
“Yeah, you’ve got an empty cab, right? I’d like you to take these guys along with you, OK? 

They’re novices. Show them how to drive a rig.”
“Sure, Chief. That’s all?”
“Yeah. Can you get them loaded?”
“Sure Chief.”

***
They said their goodbyes to Ruby, and Liz hugged her and cried. Then the Chief told Steph to escort
Ruby out of the Gypsy Camp.



“No funny business, Steph. And wait with her until her driver picks her up. You’re her 
bodyguard, right?”

“Sure, Chief,” said Steph.
“I’ll see you guys on the road. Don’t worry about Ruby. Steph will look after her. She’s a good 

kid, really.”
The Chief strolled off.
“Right, let’s get on board,” said Lynda. “I’ll go up first and you can chuck your bags up to me.”
She ran up the ladder and opened the cab door, and they passed the bags up the two metres or so 

to Lynda, and then climbed up themselves. Pet had a little trouble, but Lynda helped him up the last 
bit.

“He’ll get used to it,” was her comment.
They squeezed past the driver’s seat into the passenger seats. There were three seats in the front 

row, including the driver’s, and a further three seats at the back. Behind a partition was a small 
galley with a small table and behind it, a vertical row of three narrow bunks or pods. The only way 
into the bunks was to wriggle in from the end. There was a small toilet behind one wall.

“Room for all the family,” joked Lynda. “Dump your bags in the pods for now.”
“Mother, father, and, em, children?” said Jess, with a little bit of disbelief in her voice.
“Yeah. Oh, sorry. I forgot you are city folk. Anyway, make yourselves at home. What do you 

think?”
“It’s amazing,” said Liz. “Such a lot in such a small place.”
“Yeah. My first rig had two bunks, three seats, and no galley! Anyway we’d better get ready to 

roll. Belt up, folks.”
She sat down behind the wheel, put on her seatbelt, and pressed a few buttons. The dashboard lit 

up, and Lynda pressed a few more buttons. A deep rumble shook the cab as the big motor started up.
“Lynda to Chief. Ready to roll.”
The Chief’s voice filled the cab. “Chief to Lynda. Roger.”
“There’s a talk switch on the steering column,” explained Lynda.
Pet who was sitting just behind her, reached out and touched her tattoo.
“Pet!” said Jess.
“That’s OK, Jess. It’s a lizard, Pet. Don’t touch when we are driving, right?”
Pet nodded, but Jess was unsure if he understood. He never did touch a driver again though.
The rig in front of them sounded its horn and started to move forward, and Jess realized that 

she’d been hearing horns for a minute or two. Lynda pulled on a cord and their horn sounded. She 
flicked a switch on the steering column and pressed a big red button beside her seat. Then she put 
her foot gently on the pedal and they started to roll forwards.

“We’re Tail End Charlie, so there’s no one behind us. My first rig had a massive long gear stick, 
and the handbrake was an equally massive lever. On this rig, the gear changing is done through the 
control on the steering column, but she mostly changes gear by herself. The red button is a brake 
and an interlock. Don’t worry, I’ll give you a proper tour later, but I’ll let you drive her before that.”

“You’re OK with us driving it?”
“Her, not it. Yeah later. You and Liz. You didn’t think that you were just going to be passengers, 

did you?”
“I was just surprised. I wasn’t sure that the Chief was serious. You sure can see a lot up here, 

can’t you?”
“Yeah you can. Don’t worry about the driving,” said Lynda. “This beauty mostly drives herself.”



They threaded their way through the mass of other rigs, following the one in front, and Lynda 
swung them out onto the highway. The convoy gathered speed, and they dropped back a little as 
they settled into the journey.

“How many rigs are in this convoy, Lynda?” asked Liz.
“Eight, though two of them will turn off tomorrow. Then straight on to Beldamme. Six days.”
“Beldamme City? We learnt about that in Geography.”
“Just Beldamme. They don’t like the ‘City’ bit.”
“Oh, OK. What about all the other rigs? That place was such a maze!”
“Really? Oh, it all makes sense to us! There were about thirty rigs, I guess. That’s more than 

most places, because Baklaw City is a big hub. The Chief will have scheduled them on the road, so 
I doubt that any of them will be there tomorrow, but other rigs will be coming in.”

“Who schedules them when the Chief isn’t there?”
“Oh, one of her deputies. But the Chief is always in touch by radio.”

***
They rolled along, chatting about life in the city and on the road. They rolled through wooded areas 
and open grasslands. It didn’t look that wild, though they saw herds of deer. They climbed through a
range of small hills, following the rig in front.

Lynda pressed a button on the wheel.
“Lynda, Chief. I’m dropping out to give one of my newbies a turn at the wheel.”
“Chief, Lynda. OK. Keep us up to date.”
“Lynda, Chief. OK. Out.”
She smoothly brought the rig to a halt by the side of the road.
“Jess, you’re first up.”
They switched seats. Pet put his hand on her shoulder. How much did he understand?
“Right, flick the switch on the column to ‘D’ for ‘drive’. When you are ready press the red 

button. There will be a hiss. Check behind with the mirrors and press the accelerator. Steer her out 
onto the road. Brake to slow or stop. Don’t worry, there’s no one behind us.”

“Whoa! Wow!” said Jess as she steered the big rig onto the road.
The rig gathered speed, and Jess kept it on their side of the road.”
“Speed’s on that display there,” said Lynda, pointing. “Keep it below eighty.”
“I’m not at forty yet!”
Gradually, as she got used to driving the rig, and the sheer size of it, she was able to relax and 

speed up. At one point a deer ran across the road and she eased up on the throttle. Lynda nodded her
approval.

“Don’t brake if something runs out in front of you. That’s dangerous.”
Lynda pressed a button on the dash.
“Lynda, Chief. We’re rolling. Be with you in a few minutes.”
“Chief, Lynda. Roger.”
Jess relaxed into the job, enjoying the sensation of being in control of this huge machine. They 

pressed on. Once a convoy came the other way, and Jess got to sound the horn. Once or twice they 
saw other vehicles, cars or small vans.

“Locals,” said Lynda. “People who live out here.”
“In the Wilds?” asked Liz.
“Yeah, there are some. More than you’d think, actually.”
They caught up with the tail of the convoy.



“Tell them that we are back in touch. Press that button, speak and let it go. The Chief should 
respond, and as long as that light is flashing we will hear her. If she’s busy, we’ll try later.”

“What shall I say?”
“Oh, something like ‘Jess, piloting Lynda’s rig, Chief. We’re back in touch.’ Always give your 

name first, then the person you want to talk to, then your message.”
Jess sent her message.”
“Chief. Jess, on Lynda’s rig. Well done, Jess. Roger.”
They travelled on, over rolling hills, and round sweeping curves. Lynda turned on the radio and 

they started singing along, even Pet, who didn’t know the words. Jess was pleased that he had such 
a nice singing voice, and he easily kept in tune. This trip was bringing out facets of her husband that
she had never guessed he had.

Suddenly a light started to flash on the dashboard, and Lynda said “That’s the Chief. Just listen.”
“Chief, to all. Road works ahead. Prepare to slow down. Respond in order.”
“Wait for the response from Julie’s rig. She’s in front of us. Then press the talk button, and just 

say something like ‘Jess, Chief, Roger’.”
Sure enough, the other rigs were responding with a ‘Roger’ and when Julie’s rig had responded, 

Jess sent her ‘Roger’. The rigs slowed and closed up as they approached the road works, with Lynda
advising Jess on when to brake and how much distance to leave between the rigs. She seemed 
relaxed, so Jess was not concerned.

The roadworks were manned by what looked like a military outfit, some of whom had guns.
“Central Government road crew,” commented Lynda. “There’re no city crews this far out.”
They waved to the women on the crew as they carefully rolled past. The rig rocked a little as 

they passed over the temporary bypass, but Jess got them through. Lynda nodded her satisfaction 
with the way that Jess had tackled it.

“Well done, Jess. I wasn’t expecting that roadworks. Well done.”
“Why do the road crew have guns?”
“Well, this is called ‘the Wild’, but actually it’s pretty safe around here. It’s not safe everywhere. 

But you’ll pick up that sort of stuff pretty quickly if you stay with us for long.”
Soon after that they reached their midday stop. There was a wide area of loose gravel, with a fuel

station on one side, and a low building on the other. The only other vehicles were four other rigs in 
a single line. One more rig was filling up at the fuel station. Lynda coached Jess to follow Julie’s 
rig. Someone dropped off the Chief’s rig, the convoy looped around the parking area, and the rigs 
drew up, still in line, where the woman from the Chief’s rig stood.

“Just far enough apart, so that a rig could leave the line to refuel if needed. I don’t think that 
anyone will. Let’s shut down the motor and go to the restaurant.”

Lynda took Jess through the shutdown procedure, which was pretty much just a check of the 
dials and then the press of a button. They strolled over to the low building.

“Who runs the rest stops, Lynda?”
“It’s split between locals and Gypsies. Also town people who’ve become locals when they’ve 

been hired to work here. A few others.”
“Will they take our city money,” worried Liz.
“Yeah, and Beldamme money. And our own Gypsy script, too. But money from further away 

might be a problem. They’ll do their best.”
The Chief came over.
“Well done, Jess. She coped with the roadworks OK?” she asked Lynda.
“Like a natural, Chief.”



The Chief nodded.
“We’re on the road at 14:00, so you have about ninety minutes.”

***
It was the sort of place she usually avoided with Pet. Deep fried everything. Pies. Strong coffee and 
teas. Great sugary deserts. She looked at him and he was grinning at her. She sighed, and heard Liz 
chuckle.

“Come on, then, my love,” she said to Pet.
They filled their trays, paid and found a table. Looking round, Jess could see that there were 

about forty people on the rigs, an average of around five per rig. There were older women and 
neuts, quite a few in Jess and Liz’s age group, and also some men. There was a sprinkling of 
children, which made Jess a little queasy. She wondered how long it would be until she didn’t notice
it.

Liz was laughing at her.
“Pet’s in heaven,” she said.
Pet heard his name, and smiled at Liz. He waved his chicken leg at her. Jess thought that at times

like this, he seemed almost as intelligent as a woman. At other times she despaired at some of the 
things he did, like when used a whole box of washing powder trying to do the washing. He wasn’t 
supposed to do the washing.

A girl of their age sat down next to Pet.
“Do you mind if I join you?” she said. “I’m Annie.”
“Hi Annie. I’m Liz, that’s Jess and that’s Pet.”
“Hmm, he’s nice.”
She rubbed Pet’s shoulder and Pet leant away from her.
“Hand’s off!” said Jess. “He’s my husband!”
The Chief appeared at her elbow.
“Steady, Jess. You’re no longer in the city. Your marriage certificate is just a bit of paper here. 

Sorry. Pet, what do you think?”
Pet looked confused at being asked a question, but he looked at Annie, and looked at Jess, and 

grabbed Jess’ hand. He shook hands with Annie with his other hand.
Annie laughed.
“OK, Pet, I get the picture. Sorry, Jess. I was just making friends!”
“That’s OK, Annie. Sorry. We’ve got a lot to learn. So, do you not marry?”
“Yes, we do, but our marriages are not recognized by the cities! We don’t require bits of paper!”
The Chief put her hand on Jess’ shoulder.
“I’ll leave you to it, Jess. Just remember, it’s different out here. OK?”
“OK, Chief. Sorry.”
They chatted to Annie until it was nearly time to leave.
“Keep your eye on Pet, Jess,” said Annie as she left. “He’s cute. I’ll spread the word that he’s 

taken, but there will still be tryers!”
Annie fist bumped with Pet and he laughed.
“Thanks, Annie,” Jess said.

***
After the lunch break it was Liz’s turn in the driver’s seat. Lynda showed Liz how to startup the rig, 
and guided her as she drove the rig out on to the road.

“Left! Left! Remember the trailer! That’s it. Keep going. Straighten her up. Yeah, yeah, good, 
good. Nicely done!”



Soon they were rolling along in the wake of Julie’s rig.
“Yeehah!” said Pet, suddenly, and they all laughed.
“Do you want to drive some time, Pet?” asked Lynda.
She made driving motions, but Pet shook his head.
“Do you let men drive?” asked Jess, in some surprise.
“Yes, there are a few who drive. Most men don’t want to drive, but some do. The rigs are pretty 

good these days, and if a man drives, his woman co-driver keeps a close eye on him. A hand on the 
wheel. We’ve never had any problems. You city dwellers underestimate your menfolk!”

Jess pondered that. Pet was an agreeable chap, happy to go along with her ideas and instructions.
She wondered if she had given enough thought to what he would like to do. She squeezed his hand. 
He grinned at her and squeezed it back. He was OK.

***



Rogue on the Road
They rolled into the night stop and parked in a line as usual. There were a few other convoys in the 
stop, but none as big as their one.

Lynda said “Hmm, other clans. The Chief will probably go and chat to them. I believe the big 
black rig with the warrior on the door is from one of the Northern clans, but I’m not sure. It’s a 
beauty.”

“Clans?”
“Yeah. Each clan has a Chief, like ours. There’s about twelve clans and a few independents. 

Anyway, let’s get settled in.”
There was a row of small buildings behind the restaurant, and each rig was assigned one. Lynda 

called them ‘chalets’. Their chalet had three double bedrooms, a generous bathroom, a cooking area
and a shared living area.

“Phew, settle in, people. I’m going first in the shower. Let’s go across together, at, oh, nineteen 
hundred hours? Seven o’clock?”

Pet and Jess chose the bedroom on the end. She put their bags on the floor and dived onto the 
bed. Pet fell backwards onto the bed, and she shifted over and kissed him. His arms went around her
and they cuddled for a bit. She looked at him and giggled and so did he. They kissed again.

“Love you, Pet.”
“Jess.”
She thought that she might slip him a blue pill later, but for now…
“Come on, Pet. Let’s see if we can sneak into the shower before Liz!”
He giggled again.

***
Jess was surprised that the building that she had thought of as the restaurant was much more 
extensive than she had expected. It had the food service area, but it also sold drinks, tea, coffee, 
even alcohol. It was at the back of an open space with tables and chairs, couches along the walls, a 
snooker table, and some pinball machines.

“A social club! Wow.”
Lynda laughed. “Yes, All our night stops are like this. Shall we eat?”
The food was a bit more varied than the food at the midday stop, but Pet wanted a pie. Jess 

suggested a roast with vegetables and potatoes, but Pet wasn’t keen. Jess mentally sighed and 
bought him a pie and he happily added some vegetables and mash. He grinned at her, and they fist-
bumped.

After they had eaten, Pet wanted to see the pinball machines, so he and Liz strolled over. Jess 
gave him a handful of coins to play on them.

“You keep quite close control of Pet, don’t you? He won’t come to any harm,” Lynda said.
“What do you mean?” asked Jess, startled.
“Well, you practically jumped down poor Annie’s throat, when she tried to make friends with 

you. Oh, I know that was a mistake, and Annie’s OK with it. And you pick his meals for him. And 
you don’t let him have any money. I bet you choose his clothes.”

Jess pondered this. Lynda was obviously trying to help.
“Well, I hadn’t thought about it that way. I guess that we are still behaving as if we were in the 

city. We do, I mean, did, keep a close watch on our husbands. I thought it was being loving and 
caring, but now you’ve made me wonder about it. It does seem a bit controlling. I’m still going to 



keep an eye on what he is eating, though, otherwise he’ll eat nothing but pies! Do you let your men 
have money?”

“Yeah, of course. Pet’s going to be paid for this trip.”
“Is he? What for?”
“Well, for the company basically. It can be boring in the cab, and he’s earned his money, I assure 

you! It’s been fun having him in the cab.”
“I never thought about it! I suppose, then, that Liz and I will get paid too?”
“Yes. Not as much as me, of course, because it’s my rig, but I hope it will be OK.”
“It will be great! We weren’t expecting anything. In fact I was wondering what we would do 

when we ran out of money!”
Liz came back.
“He’s quite good at it, Jess. Did you know?”
“No, he’s never had a go at it before. Oh, Liz, Lynda says I’ve been too protective of Pet. What 

do you think?”
Liz thought a bit. Jess wouldn’t mind what she said.
“I think that you behaved like any other wife back in Baklaw City. Out here, I think things are 

different, aren’t they, Lynda? Looser. But we can work on it, can’t we?”
“We get paid for this trip. All three of us, Lynda says!”
“That’s great! I didn’t know that.”
Pet came back and sat down next to them grinning. He waved his hands around.
“You liked that, didn’t you, Pet, my love? Liz says you were good at it.”
Pet laughed, then he looked at Lynda, pointed and said “Jess?”
Jess and Liz were puzzled, and so was Lynda. Pet gently touched Lynda’s tattoo, and said “Jess?”

again.
“You want me to get a tattoo, Pet? I don’t think that I want one.”
Pet looked disappointed, but soon cheered up.
The Chief came over.
“Hi all. How’s it going? Um, Akky and Baby and their crews are heading north tomorrow. 

They’re tagging onto one the Northerners’ convoys. There will be some cargo swapping so we 
won’t be rolling until the afternoon. All hands. They have a forklift on one of their rigs which will 
make it easier. You have a spare metre, don’t you, Lynda?”

‘Metre’ was shorthand for ‘cubic metre’.
“Yeah. Oh damn! That means I won’t be able to give her a wash down!”
The Chief laughed.
“You’d polish her every day if you could, Lynda! How are Jess and co doing?”
“Fine. Fine. We’ll soon have the city beaten out of them!”
“How are you finding it, guys?”
“It’s awesome!” said Jess. “You’re so high up you feel like you can see everything. And the 

power! You can feel the power of the engine when you start her up.”
“Don’t get drunk on the feeling. Don’t get careless,” cautioned the Chief. “Well, have a good 

night. Cargo swap starts at eight tomorrow.”
***

Jess didn’t use a blue pill that night, as they were both exhausted after the previous days events. 
But, still, they woke up early, grabbed a quick breakfast and joined the rest of the convoy folk to do 
the cargo swap. Jess was a bit worried that Pet might get in the way, but he proved to be agile and 
useful. He joined an older woman, Betty, in moving pallets on and off the lifts at the back of the 



trailers and manoeuvring them into position using the hand trollies that each rig had onboard. 
Looking round she saw other boys doing the same, and still more boys generally helping. They 
weren’t getting in the way. She sighed. Obviously she was worrying too much. There were even 
some younger kids around, running errands.

At one point, Jess noticed that Lynda had uncoupled her trailer and had taken the power unit off 
somewhere. The Chief, who was sitting with one of the Northerners checking the cargo movements 
saw her looking.

“Refuelling,” she said. “But if she’s taken it through the washer, she’s going to be in trouble!”
Finally all the cargo was shifted.
“Well done, everyone,” said the Chief. “Especially, you, Pet. Very good for a first-timer.”
Pet grinned.
“We lose Akky and Baby this afternoon. They’re going up north for a while. Where are they?”
Akky and Baby waved. Baby was about the same age as Jess and Liz, with fair skin, blond hair 

and blue eyes. There was something petite about her, but she also had an air of authority. Her friend,
Akky, was older, with dark skin, brown eyes and luxurious brown hair braided into twin pigtails. 
She had a gold ring in her nose.

“I’m sure we wish them good luck, don’t we? Yeah!”
“Anyway, we’ll let the Northerners leave first, then we will run straight through to our next night

stop with only a brief break, probably roadside. I’ll let you know. Make sure you rotate the driving. 
This is going to be a long haul, OK? Right, the Northerners leave at fourteen hundred, so be ready. 
We’ll follow them out.”

Jess helped Pet down from the trailer lift, and he hugged her. She kissed him.
“Phew, you stink! Let’s get a quick shower before lunch.”
He grinned and kissed her.

***
They were in the shower, and Jess was preparing to wash Pet. He always liked it, even though his 
implant ensured that he wouldn’t get aroused by it. She paused. She thought about the comments 
from Lynda that she kept tight control over Pet. The Gypsies did allow their menfolk a lot more 
freedom than the city women did, she thought.

She passed the soapy sponge to Pet. He held it and looked at it for a moment or two and then 
began soaping himself in much the same way as she normally did when she washed him. He was 
giggling, like he always did when he was really happy. She watched to make sure that he washed 
himself properly, but he did a good job.

She turned away to find another sponge and felt a touch on her back. He washed her back 
carefully with the sponge, and she turned to face him. He washed her front half as she held his 
shoulders. Under her armpits and between her legs.

“Oh, Pet, that feels so wonderful! Why have I been so stupid?”
She wrapped her arms around him and he encircled her with his arms too.
“I love you, Pet!”
“Jess!”
“But, come on! We need to get ready to roll!”
She pulled him out of the shower and she dried him and herself off. Hmm. They’d figure out a 

better way of doing that another time. They didn’t have much time, so they quickly dressed and 
gathered their belongings. Liz was waiting for her turn in the shower.

“Oh, sorry, Liz,” Jess said.
Then, for some reason, she blushed. Liz raised an eyebrow.



“Go and get some lunch you two. You’ve just about got time. I’ve already had mine.”
Jess rapidly packed their bags and they grabbed a quick meal. Jess spotted a box of doughnuts 

and bought that too, and they swarmed up into the cab of Lynda’s rig about five minutes before two.
Liz was already there, in the driver’s seat.

Lynda talked Liz through starting the rig, and they waited for the Northerners to set off. Akky’s 
rig pulled out of line, followed by Baby’s. Someone, probably the Chief, sounded her horn three 
times, and then they all did. Jess hadn’t talked much to Akky and Baby but she found herself calling
out “Good Luck!” to them.

Then their convoy line closed up and the Chief sounded her horn. She set off, and the driver of 
the next rig sounded her horn and started to roll. Then they all followed suit. Liz carefully took 
them out onto the road, and they were rolling again!

***
About five kilometres up the road Jess could see a slight dust cloud as the Northerners headed 
north. They passed the turn off and she wondered what it was like up there. Liz was glancing 
thoughtfully up that way too.

Pet was yawning. He’d had a busy day, much busier than they had had. Jess pointed at the bunks.
“Do you want to have a lie down, Pet?”
He nodded and moved to the pods at the back. Jess thought that she would let him work out what

to do. He stripped off his outer clothes and she was prepared to stop him if he took off his 
underwear, but he didn’t. He crawled into the pod and pulled a blanket over himself and swiftly fell 
asleep.

Jess was humming along to the radio, eating one of the doughnuts, smiling to herself.
“You didn’t slip him a blue pill did you, Jess? Before your shower? I didn’t think that they 

worked that fast.”
Jess laughed. “No, nothing like that. You know, Lynda, how you told me that I was controlling 

Pet very closely?”
Lynda nodded.
“Well,” Jess continued, “that’s how we are taught, in the city, to look after our husbands. And 

one of the things we are taught is, erm, how to wash them. It’s silly, really. Men are not that 
incapable.”

Lynda laughed.
“Well, I was originally a city dweller, but I didn’t know that. Did you know Liz?”
“No, I can’t say that I did. I didn’t think about it! But Jess and Pet always shower together.”
“Well, I decided today to let Pet wash himself. It’s silly that I hadn’t thought about it before. He 

had no problems. Then he decided to wash me.”
The two neuts shrieked with laughter.
“Was it good? Oh, it must have been. You were blushing when you came out of the bathroom!”
“Shuddup, pal! Yeah, it was good. Like a good cuddle, erm, with no clothes on.”
The other two were laughing at her again.
“OK, I may be a little slow, but I think I’m going to enjoy this new Pet.”
They munched on the doughnuts.
“Leave a couple for Pet!”
“Oh, yeah.”
“Anyway, Lynda,” said Jess, “I was going to ask. Do you know how the girls out here control 

their men? I assume that they don’t have implants.”
“Control them?” asked Lynda, puzzled.



“Yeah, you know, when they get, you know, aroused.”
“Oh, that. They’re taught that there are times and places were it is acceptable and times when it 

isn’t.”
“And that works?” asked Jess with doubt in her voice.
“Yeah. Well, sometimes a boy can’t control himself, and they have to use drugs. Like Pet’s 

implant. But that’s really very rare. It works most of the time.”
“I wonder what Pet would be like with no implant. I’m thinking that it might repress more than 

his sex drive.”
Lynda nodded. “Possibly. But you will find out sooner or later.”
“What?”
“Pet’s implant is going to stop working some time, unless you get it reset and refilled, in a city 

somewhere. How old is he?”
“Twenty three. Same as me and Liz.”
“Was he scheduled for a ‘major check up’ sometime?”
“Yeah, at twenty-five. You think that…”
“Yes, probably.”
Jess pondered. She found that she wasn’t scared by the prospect. In fact she was a little excited 

by it.
“I’ll give you some names to talk to, Jess. Other city girls who have brought their boys into the 

Wild. Or you could ask a medic.”
Jess nodded. “Yeah, thanks.”
She went back to humming along with the radio and smiling to herself.

***
The night before they arrived at Beldamme, the Chief came round to their chalet.

“Well done, you three. You’ve fitted in well. I need to know if you are staying with us or are 
getting off here. Just so you know, the six remaining rigs are headed further on, and we are picking 
up one extra rig. Joanie. She’s a girl from our clan, from Baklaw City originally, in fact. What do 
you want to do?”

Liz looked at Jess and Pet. Then she turned to the Chief.
“We’ve talked about it, and we’d like to carry on, Chief. With Lynda?”
Lynda laughed. “I told you, Chief. Yes, guys, I’ll be happy to have you along, but the Chief has 

last word on it.”
“Yeah, well, welcome aboard. You have one more trip, and then you will have to be qualified. All

three of you. Don’t worry, it’s not that bad. It’s just a test to make sure you know the basics. Even 
Pet. His test will be tailored for him of course.”

“So, how long will we be in Beldamme, Chief?”
“A week. Time for some sightseeing and shopping. Be careful, though. Some of the locals don’t 

like Gypsies.”
Jess and Liz nodded.
“Tomorrow,” said the Chief, “we leave at eleven. You will get a chance to smarten up your rig a 

bit. Lynda, your rig will be the last into the washer.”
“Aww, what? Chief!”
“Well, if you must take twice as long as anyone else…”

***



The whole convoy assembled in the morning to put the rigs through the washer, which did a pretty 
good job of removing the road grime. Then everyone pitched in to polish up the rigs to make them 
bright, shiny and spotless. There was lot of fooling around and splashing people going on.

It came to their turn, and Lynda drove her rig through the washer and started directing everyone. 
They took the bossing with good humour, saying “Yes, Chief” and “No, Chief” while the real Chief 
watched on.

Lynda’s rig was not that grubby. She took any opportunity to clean and polish it. Pet loved to 
help her, and Jess had got used to the sight of the two of them crawling all over the motor unit and 
the trailer, cleaning and polishing. She more or less suppressed her fear of Pet tumbling three metres
or more from the rig, and Pet became as sure-footed as any mountain goat.

Finally the rig was polished to Lynda’s satisfaction.
“That’ll do,” she said, and high-fived Pet.
“Yay!” he said.

***
Jess eased off the accelerator and gently trod on the brake pedal and the motor grumbled through 
the mufflers. The rig slowed and Jess followed the other rigs into the Beldamme Gypsy Camp. They
did a part circuit of the Camp and lined up, as they always did, in the direction of the exit. Convoys 
were always lined up ready to leave. She wondered why she had thought that the parking lot at 
Baklaw City was a maze.

Jess shut down the rig and stretched.
“All yours, Lynda.”
Lynda would hand the rig over to the local Gypsies for unloading, then she would head off to her

family’s home in the Camp. Jess, Liz, and Pet settled in to their chalet, and strolled over to the club 
building. Pet wandered over to the pinball machines with a pocket full of coins. Jess still held his 
money for him, but only because he didn’t like carrying it around.

“No travelling tomorrow,” she said to Liz.
Liz said “Yay!”
“Do you really mean that?”
“No,” said Liz after a short pause, “I’d rather be on the road.”
“Me too.”

***



Rogue in Beldamme
There was a small chance that the Baklaw City authorities had alerted the Beldamme authorities 
that Liz, Jess and Pet were fugitives and might be with the Gypsies, but the Chief checked and 
reassured them that the local authorities knew nothing about the incident back in Baklaw City, and 
were not looking for them.

They hitched a lift with someone who was going to the city centre, and arranged to be picked up 
later. They were going to buy Pet some clothes, and just generally sightsee. They were interested to 
see if Beldamme was much different from their home city.

Beldamme was not a pretty city, but it wasn’t ugly, either. The most impressive building was the 
cathedral, which had been built several hundred years ago. They did a quick tour of it and it was 
worth it. The stained-glass windows were beautiful, and the architecture was wonderful. They 
looked over the city from one of its towers. Nothing really stood out, except some bland skyscrapers
in the business district.

So they decided to go shopping. The first large store that they tried had a section containing 
men’s clothing, but Jess was disappointed. The clothes were so drab. From the look on his face Pet 
was disappointed too. They were just about to give up when they found a little shop down a side 
street, and the clothing there was much nicer. The sign said “Farm Clothing”.

Inside, the woman behind the counter was serving a customer and her husband, so they browsed. 
Jess showed Pet some plaid wool shirts in red and black, and blue and black, and his eyes lit up. 
They went in search of trousers. Liz found some blue denim jeans and they added those to the pile. 
Pet found a nice leather belt, with a big brass buckle, to go with them.

Then Pet saw the leather jacket. It was on a dummy, by itself, in a prominent space in the store.
“Jess!” he breathed.
Jess looked at the price label and whistled.
“Nice, isn’t it. Do you want to try it on?” said the proprietress.
Pet handed his current jacket to Jess, and carefully took the leather jacket and slid it on. It fitted 

him like a glove and he admired himself in a mirror.
“Oh, Pet, we can’t afford it, my love!”
The proprietress took a black marker and crossed out the price, and wrote in a much lower price.
“How’s that?” she said.
Pet’s eyes pleaded.
“OK, thanks, we’ll take it,” said Jess. “How come?”
“Oh, it’s a lovely jacket. I’ve had it on display for well over a year now, and no one has even 

looked at it. Until your lad. My husband would have loved it too, but he died in an accident.”
She gestured at a portrait on the wall of a boy who looked about Pet’s age. An accident? Jess’ 

heart froze.
They carried their purchases to the till and the woman rang the items up.
“Gypsies?” she asked and they looked at each other and nodded. “I thought so. It’s the way you 

treat the boy. I was on the road for a while, but I settled down with my boy, here in Beldamme. I 
should have gone back when he died, but it’s too late now. Good luck, and look after him.”

***
They stopped at a fast food place, as none of the restaurants looked appealing. The cashier was 
confused when Pet paid with his own money, but she took it in the end. They sat down and started 
chatting about what they had seen, but Liz suddenly paused with a chip halfway to her mouth.



“Hsst, pal,” she whispered. “Look at the men!”
Jess gazed around. There were plenty of women out with their men, as well as a scattering of 

solo women and neuts, and even a few younger girls and neuts. She saw what Liz meant. The 
menfolk were all subdued, quiet, reserved. They were all clothed in the bland style of the first shop 
they had seen, white or pastel shirts and grey or pale trousers. Pet, still in his road clothes, and not 
even in his new fancier clothes, stood out. He sat eating his burger and chips with much more 
confidence than the other menfolk, and Jess could see the disapproving glances of the women, and 
there might have even been a few jealous looks from the men.

“Wow. I see what you mean. Was I like that back home in Baklaw City? Was Pet? Eww! I hope 
not!”

Liz thought. “No, we weren’t that bad, I think. It’s horrible, isn’t it?”
***

They walked down the road towards the rendezvous point for their lift back to the Camp. Pet was 
walking a step or two in front of them, when a motorcycle cop did a U-turn and stopped in front of 
them.

“Can you please hold on to your man, ma’am? This is a busy road and he might suddenly run out
and cause an accident.”

Jess didn’t believe what she had heard.
“Sorry, officer, what was that?”
“Please hold on to your man, ma’am, or I will have to charge you.”
Jess swallowed her irritation. 
“Sorry, officer.”
She took Pet’s hand and he smiled at her. She kissed him. They walked on down the road and the

officer looked after them with distrust all over her face.
“Phew,” said Liz. “You did well there, Jess. I felt like telling her to get lost! Pet’s around heavy 

vehicles all day. He’s not going to run out in the road!”
“Yeah, but the Chief would not be happy if we stirred up trouble with the local police.”
“Oh! Yeah. Good point. I really don’t like this place. Was Baklaw City as bad?”

***
While they were walking back to their chalet, they met the Chief.

“How did it go, guys? Not too well by the look on your faces.”
They told the Chief about their encounter with the cop, and she nodded.
“Yes, they’re a bit like that here. Thanks for keeping your cool. Anyway, you can tell me more 

later.”
She hurried off.
“The Chief has to deal with city folk all the time,” said Liz. “That’s where all our business comes

from, of course.”
“Yeah. It must be a rough job at times.”
They found Lynda at their chalet, watching the TV, which was a surprise. She was staying with 

her family, who lived in Beldamme, and Jess, Pet and Liz had the chalet to themselves.
“I’ve been waiting for you to get back! How did it go, guys?”
They told their story.
“Right, Pet, go and put on your new clothes! I want to see!”
Pet was a real star that night. Everyone loved his new clothes, especially his jacket. From then 

on, he often wore it in the evenings, in the clubs, and sometimes in the cities, but he never wore it 



when he was working. At those times it was carefully hung up in his cupboard, or neatly folded in 
his luggage.

***
Liz came looking for Jess one day.

“Jess! Jess!”
“What? What’s the panic?”
“I got a letter from Ruby! The latest convoy brought it in.”
“Oh, great! How is she?”
“Oh, she’s fine! She has some news about your little incident.”
“What? Oh, I don’t often think about it any more.”
“Apparently, the case has stirred up huge interest. The police eventually figured it out. To be fair 

the mugger didn’t help. She wouldn’t tell them anything at first. So she’s been charged with theft, 
assault, and obstruction, and it looks like she will be going to jail. It turns out that she didn’t see 
anything, though she told several wild stories.”

“That was a bit of luck for us!”
“Yeah. Even so, eventually the police figured out that she mugged you and Pet hit her with a 

branch. Of course, they didn’t know our names at first, but eventually our landlady dobbed us in. I 
don’t blame her, really. We left her in a bit of a spot, running off like that. They found that we had 
gone to ground, but didn’t know where.”

“Was this before we left? When we were still at Ruby’s?”
“Later. We were well gone by then. Anyway, somehow they found out that we had stayed with 

Ruby. Ruby had her lawyer ready to go, but they weren’t interested in her. Ruby told them that we 
had gone to the Gypsies, and after that the police just didn’t seem to care. They were probably on 
Pet’s side.”

“So it’s all over?”
“Almost. Some politician got involved. She complained that the police should have chased after 

us. Into the Wild! After all, people might be murdered in their beds by rampaging, out of control, 
men! Then she got caught up in some scandal over dubious donations and conflicts of interest and 
disappeared from the scene. But by then the public debate over the humanity of the castration law 
had roared into life.”

“What happened in the end?”
Liz sighed. “They’re still discussing it. It is progress of a sort, but we can’t go home yet.”
“Do you want to, Liz? Really want to?”
“Sometime, maybe. I’d like to see Ruby again. What about you? And Pet?”
“Hmm. I like it on the road so far. So does Pet, I think. I’ve no one to go back for. You were my 

best friend in Baklaw City, Liz!”
“OK, pal! Let’s go where the wind takes us! Or at least, a rig.”

***
They had to do a test. It seemed to mainly consist of chatting with the examiner, an older woman 
with a limp, in the cab of her motor unit. It was an older model, with a small pre-select gear box 
with a short gear lever that had to be moved manually, a button on the wheel that actually changed 
the gears, and a huge brake lever by the driver’s seat.

Now and then she would ask one or the other of them a question, and she would sit them in the 
driver seat and get them to do a circuit. Mostly, though it was chatting about the old days, when a 
convoy of fourteen or fifteen rigs was common, and when bandits were also common.



She got them to reverse the motor unit, which was something they’d not done before. Finally she
nodded.

“Come on, boy, your turn.”
“What? But he has never…”
The old examiner sat Pet down in the driver’s seat. He kept looking at Jess, so Jess put her hand 

on his shoulder. The examiner sat next to Pet and put her hand on the wheel. She flicked the gear 
lever to the start position.

“Press the button on the wheel, Pet, then let the brake off.”
She showed him in gestures.
“Right, now press the accelerator gently.”
Again, she showed him, and they slowly gathered speed.
“Ease up, Pet, ease up.”
She mimed taking her foot off. He eased up too much and they slowed to a halt.
“Accelerator again, Pet.”
Pet got the idea of controlling the speed, and they slowly and unevenly made a full circle.
“Brake, Pet, gently.”
She showed him, but he pressed too hard and they jolted to a halt. The examiner moved the gear 

level to neutral, and mimed pressing the steering wheel button, so he did. Then she mimed pulling 
up the brake lever.

“Well done, Pet. Well done.”
She mimed pulling horn cable three times and he did so, giggling,
“Well done. You all passed.”
“Phew!” said Jess. “Thanks. I didn’t know that Pet had to drive the rig!”
“Ah, that’s not part of the test. His test was sitting quietly and not getting in the way. He passed 

that bit easily. I just wanted to see what he could do! He seemed intelligent for a man. He did very 
well indeed, but, in my opinion he’ll never be a driver. He’s got no enthusiasm for it. The best way 
to teach men to do something like this is to show them. The verbal instructions are just to reassure 
them. It looks like he was watching closely when you two did your circuits!”

***
Jess and Liz didn’t go back into the city again during the week that they were at Beldamme. Their 
experience had put them off, so instead they and Pet stayed in the Camp, helping out where they 
could, and chatting to the women and neuts from other clans. There were rigs from several clans in 
Beldamme and it was interesting talking to people who came from other parts of the country.

Liz and Jess were originally office workers so the Chief called them in to help out in the office. 
They were astounded by the complexity of the scheduling processes that took all the goods and the 
packages from the cities and ensured that they were loaded into to the right rigs at the right time to 
get to the right destination. There was also, of course, the scheduling of the unloading of the rigs 
and the picking up of the cargoes by the city truckers from the warehouse.

They learned the legend of the Undelivered Package. Now and then a package did end up in the 
wrong place, and had to be sent back, but the Undelivered Package was rumoured to have been 
circulating for years, being routed to many destinations but never arriving at the correct place. Old 
timers claimed to have seen it, but it was never in their cargoes. It was, it was said, covered in 
several layers of redirect tickets.

Pet found the job of his dreams. He spent all the time he could at the washers. Every day Jess 
dropped him off there, and he spent all day with the team washing and polishing the rigs that came 



through. He loved it. Sometimes, when he was working on a rig with the others, and they hadn’t 
finished, Jess would have to wait for him. She didn’t mind.

Liz and Jess discovered that not all Gypsies went from place to place on the rigs, though most of 
them had travelled at one time or another. Many of them stayed in the Camps, providing services 
like the loading and unloading of the convoys, the cleaning of the chalets, the maintenance of the 
rigs, the running of the offices and the Camp, and so on.

Some of them stayed in the Camps to look after the Gypsy children. Gypsy mothers usually 
stayed in the Camps for a few months to a year or so after giving birth, but a few kept on travelling, 
and some even gave birth while on the road.

When the parents went back on the road, which they had to do to keep earning money, of course, 
they often left their kids with relatives or trusted friends, so that in every Camp there was always a 
group of kids who were informally ‘adopted’ by someone. 

There was even a school in most Camps, but nobody cared much if the kids attended or not, so 
long as they could at least read and write and do simple maths. The boys attended special classes 
but that was mostly to ensure that they had the necessary social skills to fit in.

Lynda introduced them to her family. There was a neut of about Lynda’s age called Maxine, who 
Lynda referred to as her wife, and two teenage girls and a younger boy.

“Our biologs are on the rigs,” said the older of the two girls, “They share a rig with another 
couple and it was a bit crowded, so they adopted us out. We see them when they pass through here.”

“’Biological parents’,” translated Lynda. “Some parents take their kids with them. Others don’t.”
“Are you going to go on the road when you are older?” asked Liz.
The girls looked at each other.
“Yeah! Of course. We could go now, but I want to finish school. We’ll take Alan with us.”
“You’re OK with this?” Jess asked Lynda.
“Yes, of course. We’ll just adopt some more.”
She laughed at Jess’ expression.
“Typical Gypsy family,” she said.

***
Jess was furious. She’d picked up Pet from the washers and he was a bit quiet. When they had a 
shower, which had become a sort of ritual, he was hesitant to get undressed. Jess was a bit surprised
because normally this was one of their fun times. Then she noticed the dressing on his arm.

“What’s that, Pet? What happened? It’s a tattoo! Who did that to you?”
He tried to hug her.
“Jess!”
She pulled him out of the shower and got them dressed.
“Don’t worry, Pet! We’ll sort this out.”
“Jess!”
“Stay there!” she commanded, and flew out of the door.
By chance the Chief was passing by.
“Chief, Chief!”
“What’s up, Jess?”
“Someone’s given Pet a tattoo!”
“What? Let’s see. Someone made him get a tattoo?” The Chief was shocked.
They went into the chalet and Pet was nowhere to be seen. There was a sound from the kitchen 

area, and they found Pet there, stabbing a knife into his tattoo without much effect.
“Stop that, Pet!” said the Chief.



Pet paused, as blood ran down his arm.
“Jess!” he said.
The Chief grabbed his arm and brushed away the blood. It welled up again almost immediately, 

but for a moment the tattoo could be clearly seen.
“Look, Jess,” commanded the Chief.
The tattoo was a heart with a scroll. The scroll read “Jess”.
“He’s practically proposed to you, Jess!” The Chief was very angry with her.
“Oh! How stupid of me! I know what I have to do. Can you stay with him, Chief, please?”
“Sure. I’ll clean him up. He hasn’t done any real damage, fortunately.”
When Jess came back her arm was sore, but she was happy. She showed Pet her tattoo. It was a 

heart with a scroll, and the scroll read “Pet”. The Chief had stopped Pet’s bleeding and replaced his 
dressing.

“Jess!” said Pet and hugged her. He gently stroked her tattoo.
The Chief nodded her approval.
“You need to make it up to Pet, Jess! You’re fitting in well, but there’s still a bit of the city left in 

you!”
“Sorry, Chief. Yeah, I’ll make it up to Pet. Don’t worry about that!”
That evening they showed off their new tattoos, and everyone congratulated them. Jess felt that 

she and Pet were really married. When they were married back in Baklaw City, she reflected, she 
didn’t really know him, but now she felt that she did. That night she gave him a blue pill, and 
looked forward to the time when they didn’t need to fiddle with the darn things.

***
Jess and Pet scrambled up the ladder to Lynda’s cab, quickly followed by Liz.

“Hi guys. Ready to roll?
“You bet!”
Lynda started the motor and the familiar throb filled the cab. She told the Chief that they were 

ready to roll, and heard the others checking in including the new girl, Joanie. The Chief sounded her
horn and started the convoy moving. Each rig gave its own horn blast and followed its predecessor 
out of the Camp.

They started moving and Joanie’s horn sounded.
“We’re no longer ‘Tail End Charlie’,” said Lynda. “Joanie is, as she’s the new girl.”
For the first time, there was someone in their rear view mirror.

***



Rogue on the Road to Sandra Bay
“Does your position in the convoy mean anything, Lynda?” asked Jess.

They were on the last but one day of the trip. Tomorrow they were scheduled to arrive in Sandra 
Bay.

“Not officially. The closer you are to the leader, the more likely you are to be senior, or one of 
the leader’s friends, but it doesn’t mean much. On our previous trip I was at the back simply 
because I had just joined the convoy.”

“What happened to your previous crew?”
“Ah, Aggie wanted to see her mother who lives in the Camp at Baklaw City. We’d been down 

south, so we’d joined a convoy going north but our other driver, Kagana, decided to stay down 
south. Then I joined this convoy because I wanted to see my family in Beldamme. Aggie’s mum 
had been ill. She and her husband Toto will probably grab another ride in a month or so.”

“What if we hadn’t turned up? Would you have had an empty cab?”
“No, the Chief would have assigned someone, because two drivers is the bare minimum. That’s 

not usually a particularly nice situation, because if they’d wanted to join the convoy, they would 
have already applied and been assigned. Anyway, does anyone fancy making some coffee?”

“So that’s what the Chief meant when she signed us up,” mused Jess. “She said that it would be 
to her advantage to take us along.”

They rolled on, following the rig in front. Julie’s rig, Jess remembered. With Maggie and Lou 
and Maggie’s husband Rog as crew. She got up to make the coffee.

***
“Time to change drivers,” said Lynda later, but she didn’t stop. She just slowed down a little.

They were travelling down a long, straight part of the highway.
“Right, Jess, I’ll put her in cruise control.”
She pressed a switch on a lever by the wheel, and took her foot off the pedal. The rig continued 

as before.
“Right, Jess, stand by the wheel and steer. I’ll have a hand on the wheel too.”
Holding the wheel, Lynda undid her seat belt and shifted to the side.
“Right, when I say ‘Swap’ slide into the seat. Don’t rush and don’t touch the pedals. Say ‘OK’ 

when you’re happy to take control. There’s no rush.”
“I’m ready.”
“Swap!”
Jess slid into the seat, and at the same time Lynda slid out. Both of them had their hands on the 

wheel,
“OK, got her,” said Jess, and the swap was done.
Lynda squeezed past her.
“One more step. Pass your seatbelt across.”
Jess did so, and Lynda clicked it into place.
“Touch the pedal and she will come out of cruise control. That light will go off. Fine!”
“Wow!” said Jess. “Do you often swap like that?”
“Not often. But you need to know how to do it. Usually driver swaps are done at stops, like the 

midday stop, so one driver does the morning part, and another does the afternoon part. But if the 
driver feels unwell, you might want to swap without stopping, so that you don’t slow everyone 
down. There are times.”



She thought for a bit.
“I’ll swap with Liz this afternoon. You can take the rig to the midday stop, can’t you, Jess? I’ll 

teach you guys how to back her, both with a trailer and without, at the overnight stop, if we have 
time.”

Then she spent most of the rest of the morning teaching them about all the other controls that she
hadn’t mentioned before. Jess noticed that Pet was listening with concentration. He moved to the 
seat next to the driver’s seat. She put her hand on his knee and he smiled at her. As usual, she 
wondered how much he understood.

***
The attack was a surprise, as there were no known dangers in this area. The convoy had spread out a
little, and Jess only occasionally glimpsed Julie’s tail lights. She couldn’t see Joanie in her rear view
mirror, but Lynda didn’t seem concerned when she mentioned it.

They topped a rise, and at the bottom of the hill the road was blocked by a tree. Jess brought the 
rig to a stop.

“Jess, Chief,” said Jess over the radio. “There’s a tree across the road. We’re stopping and Lynda 
is investigating.”

“Chief, Jess. Be careful.”
“Jess, Chief. Roger.”
Pet went to the passenger door and followed Lynda down the ladder.
“Pet, no!” said Jess, but he was gone.
She watched anxiously as Pet and Lynda walked up to the tree. It wasn’t a very big tree, Jess 

thought. If they had hit it at speed, she wondered, would they have blasted straight through it?
Lynda pushed it experimentally and suddenly a rock came flying out of the shrubbery at the side 

of the road and hit the rig. She spun round, and a rock hit her on the head and she went down.
“Jess, Chief. We are under attack! Lynda is down.”
“Chief, Jess. Roger. Is Joanie with you?”
“Jess, Chief. Not yet.”
“Chief, Jess. Sound your horn. One long, one short. Three times. Don’t leave the rig. Deploy the 

shotgun.”
“Jess, Chief. OK. Pet is out there too!”
“Chief, Jess. Don’t panic. Don’t leave the rig!”
“Jess, Chief. Roger.”
She pushed the passenger seats forward and tapped the code into the lock. The locker popped 

open and she took out the shotgun. The Chief was talking to others in the convoy, including Joanie.
“What now?” said Liz.
“Pet?” said Jess, and rushed to the passenger side of the rig.
Rocks were still raining down, and Pet was dragging Lynda towards the rig.
“Pet!” said Jess.
Think! Think!
“He needs to get her under the rig,” said Liz.
Right! Jess wound down the window.
“Pet! Pet! Under the rig. Go on! Under the rig!”
Joanie’s rig appeared over the hill and sped down towards them and Joanie sounded her horn. 

She slowed as she approached them.



Jess tried to work out where the rocks were coming from. She raised the shotgun, aimed it, and 
fired. Rocks still kept coming and one hit Pet on the leg. He staggered but kept dragging Lynda. 
Jess fired the other barrel and this time the barrage stopped.

Jess heard another shotgun fire. She hoped it was Joanie.
Liz said “I have to help Pet and Lynda,” and slipped out of the driver’s side door.
“Liz!” shouted Jess, as she reloaded.
Liz reached Pet and Lynda, and Pet and Liz started to half carry Lynda towards the rig. A few 

stones came from a different direction, but they just bounced off the trailer, and Liz and Pet pulled 
Lynda to safety under the rig. Jess fired again and this time the rocks stopped instantly.

Joanie’s rig pulled alongside the driver’s side of Lynda’s rig. Louise, the woman in the passenger
seat grinned at Jess. She had a shotgun.

“Is anyone hurt?” she asked.
“Yeah, Lou. Liz caught a rock in the head. Pet got hit on the leg. Have they gone?”
“I think so. They were trying to get into your trailer, but they disappeared when I shot at them.”
“Jess, Chief. The attackers seem to have gone. Joanie’s here. We will carefully check on Lynda 

and Pet.”
“Chief, Jess. OK. We’ll be there in ten minutes.”
Jess slipped down the ladder and found Liz and Pet tending to Lynda partly under the rig, behind 

the rear drive wheels of the motor unit. She gave Pet a quick hug then turned her attention to Lynda.
“She’s still unconscious, Jess,” said Liz.
“The Chief will be here in ten minutes.”
Liz nodded. “Let’s get her out from here. Between the two rigs, I think.”
The Chief arrived, driving the motor unit from her rig, and she brought an older woman with her.
“What do you think, Doc?” asked the Chief.
“Best get her to the hospital and quickly,” said Doc.
“Doc, can you take a look at Pet? He got hit on the leg.”
“Sure. Hmm, his skin is scraped, but no bones broken. I’ll patch him up in the rig. Let’s get 

Lynda into the rig.”
The Chief said “Doc, I’ll leave you here. We’ll move the tree using my rig, then you, Jess and 

Liz, can follow me. OK?”
They manhandled Lynda up the ladder into the rig and the doctor settled her into a bunk. She 

seemed to be coming round a little. Jess made sure that the shotgun was unloaded and stowed it 
back in the safe, then she watched as the doctor bandaged Pet’s leg. She couldn’t stop hugging Pet, 
and he kept patting her.

“Road’s clear,” said Liz. “I’ll drive.”
***

“Chief, to all. We are on our way to rejoin you. We have Lynda with a serious head injury and Pet 
with a moderate leg injury. They encountered a pack of ferals, I think. I’ll report that to Central 
Police, and they will investigate. I’ll put out a warning to other rigs using this route.

“We’ll reform the convoy. I will still lead, but Doc, Jess, Liz and Pet on Lynda’s rig will move to 
number two. When we reach the lunch break, Lynda’s crew and I will continue without stopping to 
our night stop, and then on to Sandra Bay. Rose will lead the rest of the convoy to the night stop, 
and on the last leg to Sandra Bay tomorrow. Any questions?”

There were none.
“Chief, to all. This is a warning to us all to keep the convoy a little tighter. Got it? Respond.”
She got responses from all crews.



“What are ‘ferals’, Doc?” asked Jess.
“People who can’t fit in anywhere and live wild in the Wild. From what you say, that lot had a 

primitive catapult or something. Unlike the bandits, who are more organized, they are relatively 
easy to handle. They were after your cargo.”

***
Lynda was more aware now, and chatting a little, though she seemed a little confused. Eventually 
she fell asleep.

“It’s a good sign that she dropped off. She’ll maybe sleep all the way now. Yeah, I’m a real 
medical Doctor. I took a trip on a rig soon after I completed my training. I’ve been on them since.”

“How bad is Lynda, Doc?”
“Pretty shook up. No bones broken, I’d say. As long as she hasn’t suffered any bleeding on the 

brain, she should be OK. No seizures and she’s not in a coma. There’s not much we can do until we 
get her to a hospital.”

“So we’re going straight through to Sandra Bay? That’s a long haul.”
“Yeah,” said the Doc. “We’ll have two awake at all times, OK? Liz, you’ve been driving, so are 

you OK with sleeping when we catch up with the rest? Oh, sorry, are you two OK with me taking 
charge? You’re Lynda’s crew, after all.”

Liz and Jess looked at each other.
“Yeah, we’re still newbies, after all. Glad you’re here, Doc,” said Liz.

***
The convoy was waiting for them a couple of kilometres past the tree. Joanie dropped back to last, 
and Liz took them up alongside the current number two, while the Chief hooked up her trailer.

“Are you guys OK?” asked the driver of the number two rig.
“We’re fine, Rose. I’m pleased with Lynda,” said Doc. “She’s asleep at the moment, thank 

goodness.”
“Good luck with the long haul. It’ll be an epic.”
“Sure will,” said Doc, with a laugh. “Oh, the Chief’s almost ready to go. See you in Sandra Bay, 

Rose.”
The Chief came over the radio.
“Chief. All rigs ready? Respond, starting with Doc on Lynda’s rig.”
“Doc, Chief. We’re ready.”
All rigs reported in and the Chief sounded her horn, and they started off, with Doc driving 

Lynda’s rig in second place. After about twenty minutes they reached the midday stop and the two 
rigs carried on. Rose gave them three blasts on the horn and the rest of the rigs turned off into the 
midday stop. Liz went to the pods and lay down. She was soon asleep.

“Chief, Doc. How’s your fuel? I can radio ahead for priority, if you need?”
Jess and Doc discussed it.
“Doc, Chief. We think that we are OK. How about asking them for some food boxes, Chief?”
“Chief, Doc. Yeah, I was going to do that. Over and out.”
They settled in for the long run.

***
The two rigs turned into the night stop. Of course, they were several hours early, but the locals had 
been warned and were ready for them. The two crews took the opportunity to stretch their legs, and 
take advantage of the facilities, while the locals loaded the food boxes into the rigs.

There were three drivers on the Chief’s rig. She had apparently “borrowed” a driver from Rose’s 
rig, so that they also could have two awake at all times, with another driver resting, and co-opted 



Doc from another crew to assist Lynda’s crew. Jess reflected that the rest of the convoy might be 
operating with only two drivers in some rigs. Still, that was the standard minimum for a normal run.

After a ten-minute break they all climbed back into their rigs and set off again. This time Jess 
was driving, while Doc and Pet sat alongside her and Liz went to the back and napped again. Jess 
pressed on, into the afternoon, while snacking on the goodies that the locals had loaded into the 
boxes for them. Doc kept her topped up with coffee, while trying to teach Pet how to make it in the 
little galley. The results were variable, but Pet had fun trying.

After a five-hour driving stint, Jess followed the Chief into the last midday stop on the road to 
Sandra Bay. It was a little past ten o’clock at night and for the last few hours she had been driving 
with the lights on. She was a little tired as the Chief’s rig had set a fast pace. They all took a break, 
and the Chief came over to see how they were doing.

“How’s the patient, Doc?” she asked.
“She seems to be doing fine, Chief,” said the medic cautiously. “She’s been awake a few times. 

Mostly making sense. A little dizzy, she says. I’d like her to walk around a little before we leave on 
the last leg.”

Jess and the Doc carefully help Lynda down from the rig.
“How are you feeling, Lynda?”
“OK, Chief. What’s going on? Oh, yeah. I got hit on the head. I don’t remember that. Where are 

we?”
“Just out of Sandra Bay.”
“Are we? The last thing I remember, I think, we were nearly two days out!”
“Don’t worry about it,” said the Doc. “Your memory should come back. Maybe not the bit when 

you got hit on the head, though.”
“Why is it dark? This looks like a midday stop. I remember. I got hit on the head.”
“It’s OK. Let’s get you back in your rig. You can have a sleep.”
“OK Doc. Who’s driving? I don’t think I should, you know, after a knock on the head.”
The Doc took her off, and she and Jess helped Lynda into her rig.
“Are you OK, Liz. It’s a night drive, but we are only three or four hours out.”
“Yeah, thanks, Chief. I had a bit of a sleep. I’ll be OK.”

***
The two rigs descended the hill towards Sandra Bay. They were travelling slowly because they were
not allowed to use the engine brakes at night in urban areas. Liz was feeling tired but not too bad. 
She had an ache over her shoulders, but that was usual these days. She’d develop the muscles, she’d
been told by experienced drivers. Her leg was a bit stiff, in spite of the cruise control, but they had 
done it! Over one and a half day’s drive in less than one day! What is more Lynda was improving 
all the time.

She could see the ambulance waiting. To her newly acquired Gypsy eye, it seemed that it was in 
the wrong place, but she followed the Chief round in the usual loop and they came to a halt close to 
the ambulance. Jess, Pet and the Doc were all awake, and Pet put his hand on her shoulder.

“Thanks, pal,” said Liz.
“Yes, well done, guys,” said the Doc. “Now Lynda and I have an appointment with some 

medics.”
***

Lynda looked at her rig.
“Those bastards!!! Look what they did to my beautiful rig!”



She was freshly out of hospital, and they’d been told that there was no significant damage to her 
brain. The same could not be said of the rig. There were numerous dents where the rocks had hit the
motor unit and the trailer.

“That can be fixed, Lynda,” said Liz.
“Yeah, I know,” she said, with resignation in her voice. “I know. You two will have to be my 

drivers. I’m not allowed to drive for a month, and the Chief leaves at the end of the week!”
“What? Yeah, of course, pal! No problem.”
Lynda sighed.
“What I mean is, guys, would you please be my drivers for a while? I’m still a bit sore and, don’t

tell the Doc, I still have the occasional headache.”
“We’d love to, Lynda. Really. We want to go on with you. Where’s the Chief headed next?”
“Oh, along the coast. Ravensea.”
“On the island? Ravensea Island?”
“Yeah. By ferry.”
“Hey! That’ll be interesting. What do you think, Pet?”
Pet gave them all a high five.
“I think he approves, though I don’t know how much he understood!”
Pet mimed driving the rig.
“Oh, he understands enough,” laughed Liz.

***



Rogue in Sandra Bay
On their first morning in Sandra Bay, Jess and Liz had slept in. Pet, however, had woken up at 
around seven o’clock, and had gone for a walk around the Camp.

When he came back, he was excited.
“What is it, Pet? What’s up?”
Jess followed him out onto the patio of the chalet.
“Oh, you’re right, Pet. That view is awesome!”
She and Pet breakfasted out on the patio. The view from the Camp was amazing. They were 

higher than most of the town of Sandra Bay, so the town and bay lay spread out below them.
She realized that Pet had never seen the sea. She hadn’t seen the sea! Baklaw City was inland, 

and they had never travelled to the nearest coast when they had lived there. It seemed so long ago 
now, but in fact it was only a few weeks.

She looked at Pet. He was no longer the shy, quiet boy that he had been in Baklaw City. He was 
confident, outgoing, and friendly. He’d also filled out quite a bit and was now more muscled than he
had been. She put her hand on his arm, and he smiled at her.

“Jess!” he said.
She was always amazed at how much feeling he could get into the word. Liz came out of the 

chalet, yawning.
“Liz!” said Pet.
“Morning, Pet. Morning Jess. What a view!”
From their patio they could see the town of Sandra Bay sweeping down to the left side of the 

bay. To the right the beach curved around to a craggy headland crowned by a lighthouse. Sand 
dunes paralleled the beach and small groups of houses clustered close to the road behind them.

The sea was a deep, dark green, and little boats dotted its surface. A larger vessel threaded its 
way through the throng, its long white wake setting the yachts and other boats bobbing. A long 
breakwater enclosed a marina full of yachts and small pleasure boats.

On the town side of the bay, the houses and other buildings extended all the way out to the 
headland, where a national flag flew from a large white building. Below the hill was the small port, 
with cranes swinging to and fro, loading an old freighter.

A river snaked it’s way down the valley through farmlands until it disappeared from sight as it 
entered the town. It reappeared where the broad mouth of the river divided the town into two. They 
could see small boats moored in the river mouth or travelling up and down stream. A bridge joined 
the two parts of the town, and a steady flow of traffic passed over it.

It was a pretty seaside town. Most of the houses seemed to be single story, set in comfortable 
grounds. They could see small boats on trailers parked next to many of the nearer houses, and the 
occasional house boasted a swimming pool. Trees were abundant, shrubs were everywhere, and the 
overall impression was of pastel houses set in parkland. Towards the centre of the town they could 
see taller buildings. Shops and offices, most likely.

After breakfast, Jess and the others set off to find the Chief.
“Oh, hullo guys. Are you going in to see Lynda? The doctors want to keep her in for a day or so, 

just in case.”
“Yeah, Chief. Do you know of anyone who is going that way?”
“No, sorry. But there is a bus.”
“A bus? Outside a Gypsy Camp?”



The Chief laughed. “Yes, it’s unusual, isn’t it? Sandra Bay is Gypsy friendly. They also treat their
menfolk a lot better than many places, too!”

***
Pet liked the bus. It wasn’t as high as a rig of course, but they could see quite a bit as they rode 
down the hill into town. Jess was interested too, and she and Liz were pointing out the sights to one 
another. A church here, a shopping centre there. A sports field. A school!

The woman, seated in front of them, was laughing at them.
“You like our little town do you, guys?”
“Yes, very much,” said Liz. “We’ve just been in Beldamme. It seems a lot more relaxed here. It’s

much prettier too.”
The woman nodded. “Yeah, I was brought up there, but I’m glad I moved here. I met Derek 

here.”
She indicated the man seated next to her. He grinned.
“You’re Gypsies, aren’t you? I work at the Camp, cleaning. I heard that a Gypsy rig was attacked

by ferals! Shocking!”
“Yeah, that was us! Our rig was stopped by them, and our friend, the owner, was injured. We’re 

on our way to see her in hospital.”
“That was your rig? Oh, it must have been scary!”
“Well, we didn’t have time to be scared. Although Jess was scared for Pet, here. I was too! But 

we had to help our friend. She’s not too badly hurt.”
“I’m glad. Oh, this is our stop! Come on, Derek. Nice to have met you. Give your friend our best

wishes!”
“Thank you. We will.”

***
They arrived at the bus station. Pet was a bit confused by all the buses and the parking bays, but Liz
and Jess quickly found the hospital bus. It chugged through the town and soon they were 
descending from the bus outside the hospital.

It was pleasant building, open and airy, situated on a knoll quite high up in the town, so the view 
was almost as good as the view from the Camp. They walked up the steps and were directed down a
long wide corridor. Doctors, nurses, visitors, and the occasional ambulatory patient, walked up and 
down, looking for the most part, reasonably cheerful.

They found Lynda’s ward. She was in the sun room, talking with an older woman.
“Guys! You found me! Now smuggle me out of here! Please!”
The older woman laughed.
“Oh, this June. She’s another Gypsy, here for the same reason as I am. She got a knock on the 

head.”
“Yeah, my grandson accidentally hit me with a baseball. Knocked me out! Poor kid.”
“So, how are you, Lynda?” asked Jess.
Pet just walked up and hugged Lynda.”
“Aww! Thanks, Pet! June, this is the boy who saved me!”
“Well, Liz helped too,” said Jess. “I was so worried when Pet was dragging you to safety, and 

then Liz left the rig to help him.”
“Oh, thanks, Liz. I didn’t know that! The Chief didn’t tell me. I can’t remember anything! One 

minute we were on the road, the next, I’m in here. You’ll have to tell me the whole story. Maybe 
you’ll have to tell me again tomorrow, though. I’m still forgetting things. Doc says that’s to be 
expected. She’s got a lot of influence around here!”



“When do you get out, pal?”
“Tomorrow, they say. If they don’t let us out, June and I are going to tunnel our way out, aren’t 

we, June?”
June just laughed. They chatted for a while, then Jess, Liz and Pet left. Pet gave Lynda another 

hug,
***

At around three-thirty the rest of the convoy arrived, led by Rose. The Chief and her crew, and Doc,
Jess, Liz and Pet were waiting behind Lynda’s rig. Of course, everyone asked how Lynda was, and 
then they congratulated Lynda’s crew.

“Thanks, guys,” said Liz. “We only reacted to what was happening. If Joanie hadn’t been behind 
us, who know what might have happened?”

“Right, team,” said the Chief. “I might, quite rightly, get rapped over the knuckles for this. I let 
you spread out too much. But don’t worry about that. I don’t know where we are headed next, and 
some of you might want to join other convoys. Just let me know when you decide. Hopefully we 
will be headed up the coast. We might even pick up a rig or two if we head that way.”

Since the Chief had a lot to do with the clan’s scheduling, it was likely that they would head up 
the coast.

***
The next day Liz, Jess and Pet went in to the town on the bus.

“Look, Jess! Look at the boys!”
They’d just come from Beldamme, where the boys and men were dressed in conservative 

clothing, and seemed quiet and reserved. Here the boys were laughing and smiling. Their clothing 
was much brighter and less uniform than in Beldamme. They walked in a relaxed way with their 
wives, not necessarily holding hands, and the idea of a cop stopping them because they weren’t 
holding hands seemed ludicrous.

“There’s a boy by himself, there!” pointed Jess.
The boy was about their age, Jess estimated. No one seem perturbed that he was by himself.
They descended from the bus at the bus station and walked through to the sea front. All three of 

them stood stunned. None of them had been to the sea in their lives, and they had not anticipated the
flower gardens, the statues, the little trucks selling food, ice cream, and other treats, and the other 
trucks selling beach toys and hats and other knick-knacks.

At one spot, a small open paved area, a number of artists were working on paintings, many of 
which were paintings of the town and its beach. One woman was sculpting a fish tail out of a chunk 
of marble. She told them it was going to be a whale or dolphin. Pet was fascinated and went to 
touch the tail, but hesitated.

“Go on, son. It’s OK. Feel it if you want.”
They crossed the road through the dense, slow moving traffic and climbed the steps to the 

esplanade. It was obviously a popular walk, and couples and groups of people were casually 
strolling along it.

There were no children to be seen, apart from some older girls and neuts, and it was apparent 
that, even in this Gypsy and man friendly town, the children were brought up in a system similar to 
Baklow City with separate nurseries and schools for the different sexes. Jess had got used to and 
enjoyed seeing kids of all genders around.

“No kids,” said Liz.
Jess laughed.
“Now we know we really are Gypsies! I was thinking that too!”



They passed down some steps onto the beach.
“You know, I feel rather overdressed,” Liz commented.
The standard wear on the beach seemed to be one piece bathing suits for the females and neuts, 

and trunks for the males, but there were some fully dressed people around, so the three of them 
didn’t stand out too much.

“Oh, look, boys,” said Jess.
A group of totally naked young boys were frolicking in the surf, supervised by an older looking 

neut and a couple of younger women.
“At least they get out a bit, here. I remember how surprised Pet was when we first went to the 

park, back in Baklow city! It’s sad now I come to think of it.”
Pet suddenly sat down and took his shoes and socks off.
“What?”
He grinned and walked into the uprush from the latest wave. He giggled as the backwash washed

the sand from around his feet.
“Liz? Jess?” he said.
“Good idea, Pet! Why not?”
Jess and Liz quickly removed their shoes and socks and followed Pet’s example.
“Oh, that feels heavenly! Eek! That made my jeans wet!”
“Like this,” said Liz, pulling the legs of her jeans up as high as she could.
Eventually the inevitable happened, and a larger than usual wave caught them unawares, soaking

them to their knees. They staggered out of the surf laughing.
“Hey!” yelled a woman who was passing by, pointing to one of Jess’ shoes which was floating 

away.
A young girl grabbed it for her, but her other shoe and her socks were nowhere to be seen.
They walked along the beach for a while, carrying their shoes. Pet suddenly stopped and 

laughed. He pointed at his shoes and then at Jess’ one shoe, and laughed again.
“What? Oh, I get it. Very funny.” She kissed him.
“What?” asked Liz, with a puzzled look on her face.
“Pet was just pointing out that he’s usually the one to lose a shoe!”
“Oh, yeah! Very funny, Pet!”
“Let’s get some lunch. Shall we try here?”
They ate in a restaurant which was a little more upmarket than they would usually choose. Pet 

was a bit confused by the menu and all the cutlery.
“Shall I order for you, Pet?”
Of course, he didn’t understand what she said, but he got the idea. He nodded, so she got him a 

fish dish with a side order of chunky chips. She and Liz shared a big bowl of seafood chowder. 
When Pet saw it he was very interested.

“Do you want a taste, Pet?” she said, offering him a spoonful.
He nodded and she gave him a taste. He nodded his head and then concentrated on his fish dish. 

He looked a bit unsure at first, but then he ate a bit and discovered it was fish and dug in to it. Jess 
realized that he had only seen battered fish before. He loved the chunky chips and dunked them in 
the cheesy sauce.

It was a very pleasant meal. Afterwards they walked through the town centre, where they bought 
Jess some new shoes. There were the usual shops, but they found that there was also a small market 
place. One stall was selling seafood, and Pet was fascinated. Crabs and shellfish were rare in 



Baklaw City, which was far from the sea. There was even a squid and an octopus which Pet stared 
at for a long time. Jess couldn’t even guess what he thought about them.

They passed a meat stall where Pet was on more familiar ground. Sausages, steaks, and other 
cuts of meat. They were also selling the local pasty style of pie, which they hadn’t seen before, and 
Pet wanted to see what they were like, so he bought one. Unlike in Beldamme, the young stall 
holder didn’t act as if it was strange for a man to have money, and when Pet smiled at her, she 
blushed, but Pet didn’t seem to notice.

They strolled back to the sea front, and Pet showed Liz and Jess that his pasty had vegetables in 
it!

Then they went to pick up Lynda, who was being discharged from the hospital. Lynda was eager 
to leave, so she signed the necessary papers, and she was, as she said, free! They took a cab back to 
the Camp, and as soon as she stepped out of the car, Lynda sighed.

“You know, whichever town I’m in, the Camp feels like home! Of course it feels even more like 
home if my family is there too.”

“They’re in Beldamme, aren’t they?”
“Yeah, but I’m going to suggest that they move here. I like it here. I’ve been thinking that we 

should make the move for a while.”
***

That evening everyone welcomed Lynda back. Jess and Liz had to describe what had happened 
several times, and Pet was patted on the back for his part in it all.

The Chief stood up and said “Quiet, please, for a minute. We’re headed up the coast to Ravensea,
on the Island, next. Most of you have said that you want to continue, but can the rest of you let me 
know as soon as possible, please? Micki, who some of you know, is going to join us, so we will be 
up to eight rigs again if everyone stays.

“Yes, that mean that Lynda is coming along, but she can’t drive so Jess and Liz will be her 
‘pilots’.

“I’ve been fined by the Committee. No surprises there. I voted for it myself. I’ve been instructed 
to tell you to keep the rigs closer together, not that it’s really necessary to tell you now! We’ve all 
been shaken up by the incident.

“As is customary, half the fine will go to those most affected. Lynda will get most of it, but Pet 
gets some, and Liz and Jess will get a little.”

“Thanks, Chief,” said Lynda. “We should all have known better.”
“Thanks, Lynda. I agree, but it’s my responsibility. Well, that’s all I have to say,” said the Chief. 

“Enjoy the rest of the evening, everyone!”
“Why does Pet keep pointing at your feet, Jess? What’s that about?” asked Lynda.
“Oh, It’s a joke. I lost a shoe in the sea. Pet thinks it’s funny because he is usually the one who 

loses a shoe.”
Lynda laughed.
“Oh, that is funny, Pet!”
She turned to Jess and Liz.
“Do you have any plans for the next few days, guys?”
“No, not yet. Do you have any ideas, Lynda.”
“Yes! We can visit the lake, and the waterfall, and we can go to the beach again!”
“Yeah! Sounds good. Hey, what’s Ravensea like? Everyone seems to want to go there.”
“They do. It’s where the rigs are built. I’ll get my rig fixed up when we get there. It’s a Gypsy 

town, probably the biggest of them, and a lovely place too.”



“I didn’t know Gypsies had towns.”
“Yeah, a few. I’m going to turn in. I’m tired. The doctors warned me. See you in the morning.”
Pet and a few of the other menfolk wandered over to the pinball machines.
“I got another letter from Ruby today. Oh, I miss her!” said Liz.
Jess held her friend’s hand.
“How is she?”
“Oh, I think that she’s missing me too. She keeps talking about selling up and coming to join us 

on the road. What do you think, Jess?”
Jess pondered. She thought that she, Liz and Pet made a good team. She wasn’t sure that she 

liked the idea, but she couldn’t tell Liz that directly.
“Mmm. Maybe. Could we be a team of four?”
Liz took the hint and sighed. “We work well as a team of three, don’t we?”
“Why don’t we invite her along next time we are back in Baklaw City? Then we can see how it 

goes.”
Liz brightened up. “Yeah, that’s a good idea. We’ll do that!”
“I think we should head back that way sometime.”
Liz nodded. “Oh, by the way, they are changing the law! You know, the castration one. It will 

only apply if the man is proven to be dangerous. Some people don’t even like that, apparently. They
think that the law should be repealed completely. I don’t blame them.”

“Oh, good! So we can go back?”
“Well, it has to be ratified by Central Government, of course. And we’d have to surrender to the 

authorities if we went back, but Ruby’s lawyer says that we would either be let off, or given a small 
fine. But it looks like it.”

Jess looked at her friend. It was obvious that Liz didn’t want to rush back. Liz looked at her and 
they laughed.

***



Rogue, Maybe, on the Road to Ravensea
The bus climbed steadily up towards the headland with the big white building.

“What’s that place, Lynda? It’s impressive, isn’t it?”
“Central Government Offices. They put on great balls and dances, but I’m sure that there is more

to them than that! Tickets to their garden parties are very much sought after, too. It’s the biggest 
Government Office in the region, and I must say, they picked a good spot for it.”

The bus reached the crest of the road, but instead of diving back down the other side, it swung 
inland, and, still climbing, followed the folds of the hills, sometimes passing through short tunnels.

The road twisted and turned, climbing all the time, and eventually they reached a large dam, the 
lake behind it reflecting the fir clad hills around it. The road swung across the top of the dam, and 
then turned along the lakeside. The bus stopped just before the turn.

“Waterfall?” asked the driver, and they and a few others disembarked, and watched the bus 
disappear around the lake.

“It’s a bit of a walk,” said Lynda. “But it’s worth it, I think.”
They followed the other passengers down a track which wound backwards and forwards down 

through the firs. After a while the firs gave way to deciduous trees, interspersed with smaller shrubs 
and bushes. They picked and ate some blackberries when they came across a patch of brambles by 
the side of the track. They passed through a wide expanse of bracken, and then, after a final turn 
around a rock, they heard the sound of the waterfall. Soon they saw the pool, and, at last, the 
waterfall itself. A rock pinnacle separated the fall from the wide curve of the dam. 

Pet stood there with his mouth open. Jess poked him in the ribs and he laughed.
He said “Wow!”
The path headed closer to the waterfall and to an observation area which was sprayed now and 

then by wind blown mists from the falls.
“It’s an overflow from the dam, of course. There was a waterfall here before, but it was more of a

cascade, apparently. It’s all on that information board,” said Lynda.
Pet was pulling on Jess’ hand.
“Hey guys, Pet wants to get closer. Come on!”
A small track led closer to the waterfall, and then turned along the rock face towards it.
“Look, we can go behind it!”
The track led past a warning sign, then behind the waterfall. They were soaked by spray thrown 

up by the falling water. Ferns and mosses clung to every small ledge or crack in the rocks.
“Oh, that’s amazing,” said Liz. “And wet. Thanks, Lynda!”
“You’re welcome. Shall we make our way back?”

***
They climbed back up to the dam, and waited for the next bus.

“We’ll catch the bus to the head of the lake. That’s where most of the water sports are based,” 
said Lynda.

After about ten minutes a bus chugged up the hill. They boarded it, and it followed the contour of
the flooded valley, with its many inlets, along the side of the lake. Eventually it reached the head of 
the lake where a small stream entered it. There were small sailboats for hire, and there was a 
slipway where people could launch their own boats. There was a restaurant, and a gift shop, and a 
tourist centre. A few people were fishing off a pier.



“There’s some amazing walks from here,” said Lynda. “You should try them if you come here 
again.”

A boat towed a parasail into the air. Pet was transfixed, He pointed and said “Jess?”
“Maybe. Another time?”
Pet nodded, satisfied, but she wasn’t sure if he understood.
They dined at the small restaurant. It featured pies and chips, so Pet was happy enough. He chose

one of the local pasties, and the others followed his example.
“Good one, Pet,” said Lynda. “I’d not tried the pasties before. They’re good!”
Pet gave her a thumbs up.

***
Jess, Pet and Liz were walking to the club one night when someone walked out of a shadow.

“Um, you’re heading to Ravensea, aren’t you?”
“Yeah. So?”
The woman looked around.
“So, ah, would you be interested in carrying a package for me?”
Liz and Jess looked at each other.
“Our load is scheduled through the Chief,” said Liz.
“But, um, I don’t want to schedule it. Um.”
“Maybe,” said Jess. “What is it?”
She wanted to know more.
“Um, do you need to know?”
“Yes!”
“It’s nothing illegal! Like drugs. It’s just that, um, import duties on some things are so high.”
“Like alcohol? Spirits? Tobacco? Perfumes?”
“Yeah, yeah. Those.”
The woman agreed far too readily, Jess thought.
“We’ll have to think about it. OK?”
“OK.”
The figure melted back into the shadows.

***
Lynda looked annoyed.

“There’s one of them around, is there? We’ll have to tell the Chief.”
“OK. We weren’t happy with it. Do the Gypsies do any smuggling? The rumour in the cities is 

that we do.”
“Well, it depends on what you mean by smuggling. People are always trying to smuggle drugs, 

but the Chief and the other Leaders try hard to stop them. I wouldn’t do it, and you wouldn’t, would
you?”

“No, of course not.”
“But, in most places, the police would overlook an occasional box of spirits or cigarettes or 

luxury goods, like perfumes, providing they can inspect it. They won’t overlook drugs or guns. 
They won’t overlook large quantities. If you want to be sure, run it past the Chief. But any 
‘legitimate’ smuggler wouldn’t approach you from the shadows.”

“What shall we do?”
“Hmm. Are you OK with me talking to the Chief?”
“Yes, of course.”
“Just carry on as usual, guys. Leave it to me.”



***
The figure emerged from the shadows.

“Have you given any thought to my proposition, guys?”
“What’s in your shipment? We need to know.”
“I told you. It’s not drugs. Erm. Nothing illegal.”
“Can we see it?
“Erm, no. It’s all sealed up.”
The Chief walked into the light. Two of her larger lieutenants also walked out of the shadows.
“No one else around, Chief,” said one of them.
“Well, Tara,” said the Chief, “what are you peddling today? Last time, it was drugs, I recall. 

Even though you swore that it wasn’t.”
The smuggler backed up, only to run into one of the lieutenants. All the fight appeared to go out 

of her.
“OK, Penny, It’s some drugs. Not much. Just a little. The police wouldn’t notice!”
“Get out of here, Tara. I’ve told you before. No drugs. You are permanently banned.”
The smuggler disappeared into the shadows.
“I’ve known her a long time,” observed the Chief. “Good night, guys. Thanks for telling me 

about her. She’ll not bother you again.”
She and her two lieutenants disappeared into the dark.
“The Chief’s called Penny?” asked Liz.
“You can continue to call me ‘Chief’,” came from the shadows.

***
Jess swung the big rig out onto the highway. She felt confident in her ability to handle it now. She 
felt, more than saw, the big trailer follow the motor unit onto the highway. The rig felt almost like 
an extension to her body. Next to her, Pet had his feet up on the dashboard, and Lynda was in the 
remaining seat in the front row. Liz was seated in the second row, with her feet on the back of Pet’s 
seat.

“Do you miss the driving, Lynda?” asked Liz.
“Yeah, of course, but I can put up with it. Anyway, it’s a week to Ravensea, and then I won’t be 

able to drive while it’s being repaired. I’ll survive. What are you going to do?”
“What do you mean, Lynda?”
“Well, the rig will be in the shop for, what, a month? You won’t want to hang around for that 

long, will you?”
“We hadn’t thought,” said Liz. “Would you mind if we swapped rigs? Or is it ‘crews’?”
“Nah. I wouldn’t mind. Crews are only temporary, but I’d work with you any time. I’ll miss you,

especially Pet.”
She rubbed his arm, and he smiled.
“You three seem like a stable team. Anyway, you need to think about it. Turn the radio on Jess. 

Let’s have some music.”
So they sang along, as they followed the rig in front of them down the highway.

***
The last night stop on the trip was on the mainland side of the ferry crossing. They could see the 
island off in the distance, and the ferries were coming and going every hour or so.

Liz drove the rig into the Camp, following the other rigs in the usual loop around the parking 
area. The two rigs behind followed them closely, and they parked in a line as usual.

“Oh, look! Buses!” said Jess.



There were a couple of the big overland buses in the park. They were uncommon, at least in this 
region.

“Are they Gypsy vehicles, Lynda?”
“No, their drivers have what they call a Guild. We do work with them sometimes, and now and 

then one joins a convoy, if we are going the same way. They’re armoured, as you can see, and there 
are shutters for the windows. Their drivers are tough! They have to be to take on some parts of the 
Wild alone.”

***
Jess and Liz looked around the terminus. Lynda had ‘borrowed’ Pet to move some cargo, so Jess 
and Liz were by themselves for once.

“Have you ever been on a ferry, Jess?” asked Liz.
“No, not even a tiny one.”
“So, yet another new experience.”
They laughed.
A small town had grown up to support the ferry service. It surrounded the mainland ferry 

terminus, and was known by most inhabitants as “Mainland”. The Gypsy Camp formed a large part 
of the town, but unlike most other Camps, there was no clear boundary between it and the town.

Lynda and Pet came up to them, cargo transfer completed.
“The Chief wants all crews to be in the social club at seven. It’s the usual pre-crossing briefing, 

that’s all. Let’s find our chalet.”
***

“Right!” said the Chief. “Most of you have been to the island before. Who hasn’t?”
A number of hands went including Jess and Liz’s. When Pet saw them put up their hands he did 

too, and Jess took his other hand and smiled at him.
“OK. The ferries can take four rigs at a time, so the following rigs will be on the ten o’clock 

sailing.”
She named the four rigs. Lynda’s rig was not called.
“The rest of you will be on the next sailing at eleven, and the Leader of that group will be Rose, 

OK?”
Everyone nodded.
“Let the sailors direct you. They have their own ways of loading their ships, just as we have our 

own ways of loading our rigs.
“Apart from ourselves, there’s the two overland buses, which you might have seen, some smaller

local vehicles, and a few foot passengers, but no other rigs on those sailings. The ferry office tell me
that it will be ‘choppy’.”

There were several groans.
“Now, I will be at Ravensea for two weeks, then I’m heading back to Sandra Bay and on from 

there. Ravensea is a common place for crews to change, so let me know your plans as soon as you 
can. Lynda is dropping out as she needs to get her rig repaired after the feral attack, and Jess, Liz 
and Pet have told me that they are looking for another rig. They’re new, but they’re good. There will
be other teams and individuals wanting to get back on the road in Ravensea, I’m sure, and other 
Leaders who need to fill rigs.

“Any questions? No? OK, thank you. End of meeting.”
***



Jess had been driving the morning legs, so she drove the rig onto the ferry. She was nervous as there
was not much room to spare, but she got the rig loaded to the satisfaction of the deck crew. The last 
two rigs eased in and parked alongside her, and the deck crew ran about tying the rigs down.

“Right,” said Lynda, patting her rig. “Let’s go below and find a seat.”
When they were all seated, Jess asked, “Do they really need to tie them down? Is it going to be 

that rough?”
“Probably not. Unless we hit a freak wave, of course. I’ve been over before, but I’ve always 

parked her myself. It’s another level of worry! You parked her well, though, Jess.”
“Thanks. I could sense your tension. It didn’t help!”
“Sorry! Did anyone tell you how long the crossing was?”
“Someone said that it would take three hours.”
“That’s about right.”

***
Pet and Jess went out on the deck. It was a grey day and spray from the choppy seas blew around 
them. Jess shivered and Pet wrapped her up in his arms. She kissed him.

“Did you expect this when I picked you out, Pet?”
Pet, as he always did, looked into her eyes with his deep brown eyes, and said “Jess!”
“Exactly! Let’s go in.”

***
Jess drove the rig off the ferry. It was just a matter of following the sailors’ instructions and 
following the rig in front. The last two rigs had to drive off first, to give the first two room to 
disembark, then they let Rose, the Leader, and Jess overtake and they were back in the right order. 
Rose led them into the parking area and stopped behind the four rigs which had crossed earlier.

“Leader, all. That’s it. Lunch break. The Chief will let us know when we are leaving. Respond.”
The three rig drivers, starting with Jess, sent their “Rogers” in order and they shut down the rigs 

and went to get their lunches.
The Chief strolled over. “I’ve got a rig going north that needs a crew. They’re at Ravensea, and 

the convoy leaves in a week. How does that sound?”
“Good,” said Liz, speaking for them all.
“I’ll introduce you to Zeph and Apollo when we get there then. It’s been good having you in my 

convoy.”
“Aww! I’m going to miss you guys,” said Lynda.
“Us too,” said Jess.
Pet stood up and hugged the Chief, and they all laughed.
“Thanks Pet,” she said.

***
After lunch Liz drove them across the island to Ravensea. It was a Gypsy town, but really, it didn’t 
look too different from other towns. It was a green town, and it was difficult at first to judge the size
of it. There were many normal houses, but also plenty of houses that were once caravans or 
containers. All the houses were set in gardens with trees and bushes everywhere. There were sealed 
roads, but also plenty of gravel roads. There were conventional shops with glass windows and 
others operating out of trailers or shipping containers.

They visited the tiny harbour and watched the small fishing boats heading out or coming back 
with their catch. They borrowed a jeep and went sight-seeing around the island. They visited the 
lighthouse where seabirds soared in the updrafts from the cliffs, and they carefully climbed down to



the rocky beaches to swim, sunbathe, and investigate the rock pools. They visited the lagoons, 
where thousands of seabirds gathered on their annual migrations.

They went into the interior of the island, and drove as close as they could to the highest point, 
then they climbed the rest. On one side the sea stretched away to the horizon, and on the other side 
they could see the ferries crossing to the mainland. In the far distance the mountains faded into the 
haze. On the way back they stopped at a reserve where they admired some of the unique animal 
inhabitants of the island.

They hadn’t really had a break since they left Baklaw City, so they made the most of their time 
on the island.

***
Lynda came looking for them one day. “There you are. Do you want to see what makes this place 
different?”

She took them back to the parking area.
“Right, I have to take my rig in for repair. Can you drive, please, Jess?”
She directed them a little way out of town to where a long white building was built into the 

hillside. They drove down a slope and into a maintenance area, where Lynda handed her rig over to 
an elderly mechanic.

“We’ll let you know when she’s ready, Lynda.”
“Thanks, Mahala.”

***
Lynda then took them down to a lower level in a lift. The doors opened to the sound of hundreds of 
machines operating, with clanking of linkages and hissing of air hoses. There were hammering 
noises, and there were people talking loudly. A radio station struggled against the din. It was a rig 
production line, and stretched deep into the hillside. The whole level was lit by overhead lights and 
by natural light ducted from high above.

The nearest rig was a light apple green, and as they watched a mechanic ran up the ladder and 
into the cab. The big engine started up, and the rig moved forward and disappeared under an 
archway.

“This line produces about one rig a month. It shuts down for a few months every year but still 
produces around six to eight rigs. That is all it can manage, but demand is much higher. Most of the 
parts have to be shipped in, and that is a bottleneck. I spent much of one summer bringing in 
engines, once, three to a load.”

“What parts are made here, Lynda?”
“Most of the bodywork is made on the other side of the island. One driver I met spent all her 

time bringing in the sheet metal for them, and taking scrap back to the foundry. She said that it was 
so noisy over there when they are operating, but most of it is automated. There’s a wiring shop 
which makes most of the wiring looms over near the ferry terminal, but most of the rest is brought 
in. Trailers are brought in complete, but unpainted, and the chassis are brought in as parts and 
assembled here.”

“Jess! Liz!” said Pet.
“What is it, Pet? Oh, my goodness!”
“She’s beautiful,” said Liz.
A tractor pulled a new rig into the position that the apple green rig had just left. It was mostly red

but the main panels were outlined by a narrow gold line, and a wide gold strip ran down the middle 
of the rig’s motor unit, and, Jess suspected, over the top of the trailer. A gold shield with ‘J & J’ 
embossed on it in black decorated the cab doors. The chrome of the bumpers and mud guards 



gleamed as did the four muffler pipes and the wheel hubs. The tyres were jet black, and were as 
polished as the rest of the rig.

“Do you want to have a look?” asked one of the engineers. She motioned them over.
“Don’t touch. Finger prints. Here are some gloves. Slip these covers over your feet. Don’t get 

into her, please, but you can run up the ladder. Just look.”
The door was open and the engine cover was tilted forward. Everything gleamed.
“Thank you,” Lynda said to the engineer.
“She’s a nice machine, isn’t she?” said the engineer.
“Jess?” said Pet, his eyes gleaming as they walked away.
“Sorry, Pet. We couldn’t afford it, I’m sure.”
“It’s not that hard,” said Lynda. “My current rig is my fifth. It took me about eight years to work 

up to it, and I was doing it by myself. Mmm. The clan owns half of all rigs. If you talk to the Chief, 
she could advise you. You could do it, if you really want to.”

Jess looked at Pet and Liz.
“Dammit, I want one of those rigs! What about you, Liz?”
“I’m in, buddy! I’m in!”
Pet reached out and hugged them both.
“And Pet’s in too,” laughed Lynda.

***



Epilogue : Families
When they picked up the first rig that they owned, they also picked up a large loan from their clan, 
and as Lynda said, they quite easily paid that off. Pet put an old rubber mat on the dashboard of 
their original rig, so that he could put his feet up without marking it. Even though their first rig was 
old, verging on venerable, Pet kept it spotless. Jess and Liz had a purpose made mat attached to the 
dashboard for one of his birthdays and Pet loved it. Soon other owners were installing a “Pet’s Mat”
in their rigs.

Whenever they were waiting to join a convoy, in a Gypsy Camp somewhere, Pet would firstly 
make sure that their rig was polished inside and out until it shone, and then he would join the crew 
managing the washers, and would ensure that any rig that passed through would gleam too.

People started to say “Pet would be pleased with that one,” whenever they saw a well polished 
rig in the parking area.

One day, Liz, who did the team’s accounts, started to laugh.
“What’s funny, Liz?”
“Well, you know that when we are waiting at a Camp to join a convoy, we take on whatever job 

that needs doing, but sometimes we can’t find one?”
“Yeah.”
“Well look at these figures. I’ve never added them up this way before. Here’s your earnings. 

Here’s mine. Slightly lower. Here’s Pet’s!”
“Wow! That’s more than either of us!”
“Yeah. In spite of not getting as much as us on the road because he doesn’t drive, he more than 

makes up for it on the washers at the Camps! Look at all those bonuses!”
Pet had come up to see what the fuss was.
“You’re amazing, Pet. Do you remember, Liz, what you said when I first introduced you to him 

at the Husband Centre? ‘You’ve got a good one there!’.”
Liz rubbed Pet’s arm. “Yes, I was right, wasn’t I?”
“Liz! Jess!”
“Yeah, he thinks that he got a good deal too!”

***
When they upgraded their first rig, Pet was a bit sad to see the old one go, but he soon adjusted. 
Their new rig was much newer, had more facilities, a bigger engine, more modern controls, and a 
bigger trailer. They didn’t owe as much on this one, too. It already had a “Pet’s Mat” installed, and 
Pet soon grew to love the rig as much as he had their first one. He kept it just as spotless.

The clan owned half of their rig, as was customary, and all three of them owned a third of the 
rest. This was not an unusual arrangement, and it suited them. Gradually they were able to upgrade 
their rig, until they half owned their current one, which was at the top of the range.

They designed the livery. The rig was black, with all the panels outlined in yellow. A broad 
yellow strip, flanked by two narrower yellow strips, ran down the centre of the rig, and over the top 
of the trailer. A yellow and black hornet adorned the cab doors.

“High five,” said Liz when they took possession, and they all high fived.
Apart from the usual palletized loads, carried in their own trailer, they had hauled logs, coal, 

chemicals, fuel, containers, and other special loads over the years. They would leave their own 
trailer parked at a Camp, and would tow a specialized trailer. All owners were asked to do this, for 
the benefit of the clan, and everyone complied. No one really liked it, but the bonuses were good.



They had travelled everywhere from the frozen north to the baking hot south. They’d been east, 
and they’d been west, and they’d been to the Capital, high in the mountains. They’d been escorted 
through bandit country by Central Government forces and witnessed a shoot out.

On the way, they had seen cities with beautiful churches, castles, and other fine buildings, and 
other cities with astounding shops and a lively nightlife. Busy port cities and quiet agricultural 
centres. Big manufacturing cities, and small seaside towns. They had seen museums with exhibits 
going back centuries and more, and art galleries with pictures and sculptures in many different 
styles. They’d tried local delicacies in restaurants in all over the region.

They had visited caves and canyons, crossed vast grasslands, and traversed huge forests and even
crossed deserts. They’d seen as many amazing sights as they could, from sandy beaches to high 
mountains covered in snow. Deep lakes, and wide rivers.

They had travelled in rain and snow and in blazing heat. They crawled through mists and fogs 
and chased mirages in the hot regions. They’d forded rivers. Once they got stuck and had to be 
towed out. Another time they helped tow another rig from a raging river.

They had seen less pleasant things too. Once a rig in their convoy ran off the road, killing the 
driver and two of the others in her cab. They came across a local who had hit a tree and been badly 
injured. Once one of a driver’s kids had been accidentally killed by a rig at a midday stop.

A couple of times the whole convoy was searched by the city police, looking for drugs, but 
nothing was found. They carried a case of wine for a friend once, which was not scheduled through 
the convoy Leader, though the convoy Leader knew about it, and they had also carried a box of 
perfumes on another occasion. They didn’t like doing this so they stopped. They only carried 
unscheduled spirits as a present for Ruby when they went back to Baklaw City, which was semi-
legitimate.

They’d been abused in Gypsy hating and man hating cities. Fortunately they’d not been attacked,
but in one city they’d been arrested. Their Leader had to come and get them out, but they never did 
find out why they’d been arrested. Overall, they had enjoyed life on the road, always wanting to see
what round the next bend or over the next hill.

***
One day Jess found that she was pregnant. She was overjoyed and kissed and hugged Pet, who 
wasn’t sure what was going on. She and Liz decided to head down to where their original clan was 
located, and where their rig was registered. They bought a large house in a Gypsy and man friendly 
town not far from Baklaw City.

They still joined convoys but didn’t travel too far from their new home town, and eventually Jess
decided it was time for her to stop travelling for now. Pet and Liz continued travelling, but Jess 
could tell that they were missing her.

***
One day when Pet and Liz returned, a woman was standing waiting next to Jess. She was a full-
bodied female with long dark hair tied back, and was wearing well-used jeans, a sturdy shirt, and a 
denim jacket. She had sneakers on her feet. In other words, the same sort of clothes as any other 
Gypsy. She had the marks of rings on her fingers, but was only wearing one.

“Ruby!? Ruby?” said Liz, with shock in her voice.
Ruby opened her arms and enfolded Liz in them. “I’ve missed you!” she said.
“But how? Why? Oh, it’s so good to see you again. I hate only seeing you now and then. What 

are you doing here?”
“I’ve run away to join the Gypsies,” joked Ruby. “Actually, I’ve sold up in Baklaw City, and the 

Chief has given me a big new project.”



“The Chief?”
“Yeah, well, Jess suggested it to her, apparently. Thanks, Jess! The Chief sent me a message and 

I hopped a rig, caught up with the Chief, and we talked about it. She got me doing some driving, 
and I love it! I’ve bought a half share in some of the midday stops and one of the night stops. I’ll be 
managing them for the Chief and the clan, and if all goes well, we will expand into other stops.”

“That sounds great! So we’ll see each other all the time!”
“Well, I wouldn’t bank on it, Liz!” laughed Ruby. “You will be riding the rigs, and I’ll be 

hopping them now and again in my new job. But we should see more of each other, my love!”
Ruby and Liz got matching tattoos and showed them off in the club that night. Pet just nodded 

and hugged and kissed them. He said “Liz! Ruby!”
He had always liked Ruby. Liz cried.
They worked out a schedule for Jess’ pregnancy. Pet and Liz would continue to travel, because 

they couldn’t afford to let their rig stand idle. At a time yet to be decided, Ruby would take over the 
rig with Liz, and Pet would stay home. Pet put his hand on Jess’ baby bump and Jess, as always, 
wondered how much he knew about what was going on.

***
When Jess had little Jo, she stayed at home for a while, looking after the baby, while Liz and Ruby 
drove the rig. Eventually both she and Pet became restless. Liz and Ruby noticed this and had a 
little talk.

“Jess, we want you and Pet to take the rig on the road. You know that you want to.”
“What, but Jo…”
Liz looked at Ruby.
“Well, you can take her with you. Many people do.”
“I could, couldn’t I? What do you think, Pet?”
He nodded. “Jess! Jo!”
So Jess, Liz and Pet took to the road again, with little Jo in tow. Ruby mostly stayed home and 

attended to her expanding business. Then Jess became pregnant again, this time with twins, and she 
and Pet stayed home, while Liz and Ruby went back on the road.

***
Jess was breast feeding the twins when Ruby and Liz arrived home. Pet was still working on the 
washers, and wouldn’t be home for an hour or two. Jess wondered why they seemed nervous.

“Hi guys, I’d heard that you were due back. Welcome home. How are you?”
Little Jo ran up to Ruby, calling “Ru, Ru!”
Ruby picked her up, and kissed her. Liz stroked the little girl’s face, and Jo said “Lizzz,” and put 

her thumb in her mouth.
“Hi, Jo, sweetie. We’re fine,” said Ruby. “Erm, we have a favour to ask you, Jess. We don’t 

know how you will react.”
“You see,” said Liz nervously, “we want to have a baby. Ruby does. Well, I do too, buddy. But I 

can’t… We can’t… You know.”
“And we’re not keen on getting sperm from a random stranger.”
“I see,” said Jess, thoughtfully. “And you thought of Pet?”
“Um, yes. Either insemination or, umm, naturally.”
“Well, do you remember when we walked into Ruby’s club, and I realized what sort of club it 

was?”
“Yeah, you were shocked.”



“Well, I was shocked, it’s true. I was so naive! But I wouldn’t be shocked today. In those days, I 
would have been shocked that a toddler like Jo would be living with her mother! I would have been 
shocked if someone had told me that I would be breast feeding my twins, and that I intended to keep
them too.”

“So…”
“Well, today, I would say that it is up to Pet. I give you my blessing.”
“Oh, Jess,” said Liz, and she gave Jess a hug.
“It’s up to Pet,” warned Jess.

***
Pet’s implant had stopped working years ago, so there was no need for a blue pill. He was confused 
when Ruby led him out of the room, but Jess kissed him and smiled and nodded, and he went 
willingly enough. When they came back, he smiled a little uncertainly at Jess, and Jess pulled him 
down beside her and kissed him. Ruby nodded at her and gave her a thumbs up behind his back.

They did this once more in the week that Ruby and Liz were home, and then Ruby and Liz took 
the rig on the road again. Pet didn’t seem perturbed. He even seemed happy that things were back to
normal.

Pet was great with the kids. Jo loved her father and followed him around all the time. If Jess 
visited the washers with the kids, Pet gave little Jo a sponge and supervised her cleaning the 
hubcaps of the rig that they were washing. At first the hubcaps were taller than she was, but that 
didn’t seem to last long. The washer supervisors often put a few credits into her account.

If the twins were fractious, Pet was always calm and relaxed, even if Jess was reduced to tears. 
He just walked around with them and soothed them until Jess was able to cope. Jess’ heart swelled 
when she saw him looking after his kids.

Ruby didn’t conceive the first time, so they tried on and off whenever Ruby and Liz were home. 
In fact it wasn’t until the twins were toddlers that she finally conceived. Jess and Pet took Jo on her 
first road trip as a team member shortly after that, even though she was a little young, while Liz and
Ruby looked after the twins.

When Ruby had her daughter, Kit, Jess and Pet left the twins with a couple that they trusted and 
went back on the road with Jo. Liz stayed home, with Ruby and their new daughter. After a while, 
when they got used to having Kit, Liz and Ruby took the twins back. Ruby started a crèche or drop 
in centre for mothers and kids, and it became very popular.

For a couple of years they took turns on the road, with at least one of them staying home with the
kids, but then Jess became pregnant again, and gave birth to a son. She stayed home for a year, with
Ruby and Kit, while Liz, Pet and Jo were on the road with their rig.

One day they all had a meeting. Ruby told them that she wanted to look after the younger kids, 
and that she wanted them to go back on the road.

“You know you want to. I like being on the road, it’s true, but you three love it! Four, if I include 
Jo. I’ll look after the twins, and Kit and your son, Rhys. I love looking after kids! Who would have 
guessed when Pet hit that mugger that I would find out that I loved kids, and that I would even have
one of my own?”

“What if you need to hop a rig for your work?”
“That what the clan is for! We’ll work it out!”
And they did. Jo often travelled with her parents and Liz, and the rest of the kids stayed with 

Ruby. Sometimes though, when the twins were big enough, Jess, Liz and Pet took them out. Now 
and then, when the travellers came back, there were other kids around that Ruby had ‘adopted’ in 
the Gypsy fashion. It worked very well, in a chaotic but thoroughly Gypsy way.



One day Jo came to them and told them that she wanted to strike out on her own. Since she was 
old enough, and had already become used to driving the rigs, they agreed and she signed on with a 
couple, two women who they knew, and who would look after her until she found her feet.

“It’ll only be a year or two until the twins will want to go travelling. We’ll have to take them out 
more, Pet.”

Pet nodded. Jess didn’t often wonder how much he understood these days. She suspected that 
men understood much more than was generally realized. Or maybe Pet was extra smart.

***
The rig grumbled down the hill. Jess was driving, and Pet was next to her. He had his feet up on the 
dashboard, on their rig’s “Pet’s Mat”, and was fiddling with the ring in his ear. It used to annoy Jess,
but now, she hardly noticed. Liz was sitting next to him, her lotus blossom tattoo prominent on her 
cheek. Jess knew that Liz had other tattoos on her body. Jess had a few small tattoos on her arms 
and so did Pet. Jess didn’t like heavy tattoos, and discouraged Pet, but they had both ended up with 
a few. Behind the three of them were Paul and Fron, a married couple who had been with them for a
few trips now.

“You’re going to be pleased to see your families, aren’t you?” asked Fron.
“Yeah. Well, we’re really just one big family, aren’t we, Liz? We’ve not been down this way for 

ages,” said Jess. “My eldest daughter, Jo, well, you met her at the last stop. She and her husband 
Heck won’t be there, of course, but the twins will be there. They’ve just got home, I heard. And the 
baby will be there. Well, he’s no longer a baby. And Liz and Ruby’s daughter, Kit, if she’s not on the
road. And any that Ruby has adopted!”

Jess pressed the radio button.
“Leader, to all. No engine brakes from the town sign on in. We’ll be slowing. Respond, please.”
The rigs behind her responded one by one.
“Do you regret not trying for Chief, Jess?” asked Liz.
“Nah! I don’t mind being a Leader, but Chief… I’d have to deal with the townsfolk.”
“Yeah. You would’ve been good though. You have been a town person!”
Jess shrugged. “Maybe. Many years ago when we were young and naive. But Steph will be a 

good chief.”
“Look, Jess. There’s another shop! We’re, what, ten kilometres out?”
“Yeah. There’s a couple of houses too.”
“People are beginning to try driving between cities in ordinary cars! Ruby said that people have 

turned up at the night stops wanting to hire a chalet! She thinking of providing more car fuel at all 
the stops, and maybe building some more chalets. And there’re more buses than ever!”

“Do you remember when the Wild was wild? No houses at all?”
“Well, no houses along the roads, anyway. And towns were much rarer than they are today.”
“I love it when you old-timers talk about how it once was,” said Fron.
“Old-timers?” Jess was momentarily surprised.
She looked at Pet and Liz. Both had streaks of grey in their hair. She knew that she had. Pet was 

developing a bit of a belly. Liz had smile creases at the corners of her eyes behind her sunglasses. 
Jess flipped down the vanity mirror, tipped her sunglasses, and confirmed that she did too. She 
grinned. The Gypsy life was not good for the complexion.

“Sorry,” said Fron, worried about Jess’ reaction.
“Don’t worry,” said Jess, laughing. “I was just surprised!”
A thought occurred to her. “You’re a Gypsy-born, aren’t you, Fron? But Paul, isn’t?”
“Nah.”



Liz saw where Jess was going with this. 
“So how did you two match up?” she asked.
“I went to a Husband Centre. His parents had brought him in hoping for a match up. We met at 

the very first match up gathering that I went to at the Centre!”
“His parents…?”
Jess and Liz looked at each other.
“Yeah,” said Fron. “Is that odd in some way? Is it because I was Gypsy born? They didn’t mind 

that.”
“No, I’ll explain later. We’re coming into town.”
“OK, Jess. I’ll hold you to that.”
Jess throttled back and braked. The rig switched from engine brakes to mechanical brakes, and 

the convoy slowed and closed up. A kilometre or so into the town, Jess turned into the Gypsy Camp.
Home. She slowed. Liz dropped off the rig, and walked to the convoy’s assigned parking space. Jess
swung the convoy around the park, and stopped where Liz was waiting.

“Leader. Thanks all,” said Jess over the radio, and she shut down the rig. Pet was stretching. 
They all gathered their gear and climbed down.

Ruby was waiting, with the twins, her daughter Kit, and Jess’ son Rhys. Another gangly boy was 
with her, obviously an ‘adoptee’. Ruby and Liz hugged and kissed and drew Kit and the boy into a 
group hug. Jess kissed her neut twins and her son, Rhys. He was a baby no longer, and might take 
his first solo road trip shortly. They’d have to find a good team to send him off with.

Jess’ eyes watered.
“Jess!” said Pet. He had noticed the tears. He held her hand and grasped Liz’s. He grinned.
“We’ve done well, haven’t we, guys?” said Jess, crying. “We’ve done well.”
Liz nodded. “We’ve done well, for a trio of city kids!”
Pet said “Liz! Jess!”
There was a world of feeling in those simple words. Jess thought that it didn’t matter how much 

he understood. He understood enough. He was hers, and she was his. Liz was their lifelong friend 
and that was all that mattered. She looked into the deep brown eyes and smiled. She’d known from 
the first second that she and Pet were meant for each other.

***
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